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DIANA—On Her Way to New York University 
FORMER college generations rememberthe —_ peopletothe White Studio in the Tower has been 

old Madison Square Garden (thecteationof junked. The New York Life Insurance Company 
the late Stanford White) which housed Moody _ is erecting a huge office building on the site of | 
and Sankey Revivals, Barnum Circus, Six-Day | Madison Square Garden, as shown above. 
Bicycle Races, Tex Rickard’s Prize Fights, Horse The elevator equipment of the new building « 
Shows, Democratic Conventions, etc. Gracefully for the NewYork Life Insurance Company, Cass 
and serenely poised on top, the St. Gaudens Gilbert, Architect, consists of 33 Otis Automatic 
statue of Diana was for years an outstanding fig- Signal Control Elevators, operating at high speed, 
ure in the New York skyline. and equipped with the Micro-Drive or self-level- 

Diana is experiencing discomforts of detours _ing feature; in addition to some few smaller and 
but is on her way to an appropriate spot on the _less important machines. Signal Control is auto- 7 
NewYork University Campus. Illustrationshows matic and the elevators are operated by pressure | 
Diana about to step offon her way tocollege— of buttons in the car or on the floors, all stopping 
in splendid physical condition and destined to _and starting of the car being done automatically 
rank high among the college immortals. and in response to the calls registered on the 

The old Otis Elevator that bore many famous _ controller by the pressing of such buttons. 

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY 
Offices in All Principal Cities of the World 
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Development ‘ 

Commenesun air is now one of the three Many IR Compressors are equipped 
great power-transmitting media. Because with the patented five-step Clearance Con- 
of this, the present-day compressor is neces- trol, by means of which regulation is ob- 
sarily a model of smoothness and efficiency. tained in five successive stages. This 

The big compressors shown above con- method of regulation (viz., full, 34, 74 4 ’ 
trast sharply with their predecessors of and no load) Means that the power Teaues thirty years ago. The earlier machines tion is practically in direct proportion to 
were cumbersome, unwieldy units of the reduction in load. 
low capacity and even lower efficien- Ingersoll-Rand Compressors are built in 
cy. Butthe modern types, developed more than 1,000 sizes and types, their 
with all the care of skillful engineers, capacities ranging from 7 to over 10,000 
are made for every industry and every cu. ft. per minute. Like the other 
type of work; they are, in fact, no less IR products, they are universally 
essential than the known, and today you 
numerous mechanical INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY will find them in ev- 
devices now powered by 11 Broadway © New York City ery country of the civil- 
electricity and steam. Offices in principal cities the world over ized world. 
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i BUY EVERYTHING POSSIBLE ON YOUR CO-OP NUMBER | 

i | 
| 1 : I | Fifteen Per Cent Is Your Saving 
| | When You Buy At The Co-op. 
| Hundreds of Items to Save On--Start Now! fo 

i For years the Co-Op has paid an The rebate comes to members each | 
| annual rebate of fifteen per cent spring. Everything you buy at the | 

to its members--that rebate figured Co-Op is credited to your rebate 

| edi ie — ot ein RIGEGEESES. account. All the articles mentioned i 
| In the Co-Op’s new building at and hundreds of others are included | 
i State and Lake you find every need in the savi i 
i for four years of school. ng. i 

i School supplies, instruments, cloth- i 

i ing, shoes NeW and used texts, fic- Start today to save yourself 15% | 
i tion, gifts--any article that you need and buy everything possible on i 
| and at a saving. your Co-Op number. 
| | 
| | The UNIVERSITY CO-OP. i 
i E. J. GRADY, Mgr. | 

State at Lake 
ee nt EHH Ht | 

| 
i | 
| | 

2 | Card | : Christmas Cards | 
i | 
i l 
i | 
i | 
| Perhaps you haven’t thought of Christmas Greeting Cards ! 

yet, but you are going to order some before Christmas, so why 

i not do it now and have it over with? Our stock is complete with 

beautiful new designs. The early shoppers have the choice of i 

i them all. Make it a point to call at our office now! 
| : 

| | 
i ! 
| | 
i ! BLIED PRINTING COMPANY 
i | 

114 East Washington Avenue Madison, Wisconsin i 

i | 
I | 
| ! Fone een a Eat Ht 
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THE MOTOR GENERATOR LOCOMOTIVE 

By Rareu R. Brooks, e’26 

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. 

HE recent delivery of two Baldwin-Westinghouse of engineers, somewhat puzzled by the conflicting 

T motor generator locomotives to the Great North- statements regarding the right sort of electrification, 

ern Railway for their Cascade electrification marked were wondering why a compromise or combined sort of 

the second step in what promises to be a new era in locomotive could not be built. If a-c transmission is 
steam road electrification. so desirable, why not bring high voltage single phase 

Even before the electric railway had progressed far to the locomotive? If d-é¢ traction motors are so 

beyond the trolley car stage, its proponents were divided excellent, why not use them and carry the conversion 
into two opposing camps. One camp, the “conserva- apparatus on the locomotive? These were the questions 

tives”, considered the operating characteristics, the start- that were asked. 
ing effort, economy and efficiency of the direct current The obvious objection, that of excessive weight, was 

series traction motor, and declared that low voltage d-c met, at least partially, by the answer that weight is 

was the logical type of sometimes desirable in a 

electrification. The oppos- [fi C r 2 ae | x" te locomotive. But the idea 
ing or “radical” group |@ Lb PF a i , “i oy Se oe thus broached was_ not 

considered the lightness, |. (oo ree ley game | = developed because of the 

cheapness and dependabil- he oy er Bo y lack of a motor generator 
ity of the high voltage oN ve alee by ee P b leg fae} set sufficiently rugged and 
single phase a-c overhead apn | ees: = Ememee || © compact for locomotive 
and distribution system, Beet VA Pra) ee 7 ee a i Ad ey ¢ use. When the _ natural 

and proclaimed with equal “ “| a Oy LP AN ¢ yA |B) development of the in- 

vehemence that “single ee © Ci ce I ree; Hs { D t dustry brought out such 

phase would solve any PS J 0) i W ENT hip aes | an equipment, the first 
electrification problem.” SS nays ms v fy = i ae motor generator locomo- 

Even at that time, the 2 o_o" es = = | tive made its appearance. 

basic truths in the two Meee eS ae = a. Te The Detroit, Toledo & 

arguments were recognized Fic. 1. Trucks and Frame of D.T.& 1. Locomotive ironton Locomatioa, 
by both opponents, the It will probably occasion 

conservatives using a-c in transmission lines and dis- but little surprise to learn that Henery Ford was the 

tribution circuits to the substations, while the radicals pioneer who dared try this idea. In electrifying, in 

were busying themselves in trying to duplicate, in a 1924, the northern terminal of his newly acquired De- 

single phase commutator motor, the desirable per-  troit, Toledo and Ironton, an almost exclusive freight 

formance characteristics of the d-c series traction motor. line, the first motor generator locomotive was designed 

Each succeeding electrification seemed a deciding by the Ford engineers, working in conjunction with 

factor one way or the other, but the advances in the Westinghouse engineers. The result, while electrically 

electrical arts would then even the struggle. Trolley the same as the latest locomotive for the Great 

voltages were raised, motors were made more efficient, Northern, has many novel mechanical features that 

induction motors were successfully applied to locomo- merit special consideration. 

tives. As may be seen in Fig. 2, the Detroit, Toledo and 

But all this time, the railroads and the middle group Ironton locomotive consists of two motive power (MP)
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Fic. 2, Detroit, Toledo, & Ironton Motor Gencrator Locomotives 

units. As is customary in electric practice, the units Four of these driving units are inserted in tandem 

are exact duplicates, semi-permanently connected back between the vertical legs of each inverted U casting, 

to back, but capable of independent operation. Each the tractive effort being transferred through the motor 

motive power unit is again divided into two trucks, frames to the individual arms of the backbone casting 

the leading or outside truck carrying the oil cooled and thence to the coupling pin. 
22000 volt transformer (tapped for 11000 volts), the Such a setup offers the extreme in flexibility, in fact, 

compressor and the heavy control equipment and the it is so flexible that guide members from the backbone 

trailing or inside truck carrying the motor generator are necessary to keep the driving units properly lined 

set. This distinction of equipment requires a roomy up. It does, however, give the exceptionally short 

cab, giving a locomotive rather longer than would maximum rigid wheel base of 11 feet on a locomotive 
ordinarily be considered necessary. ‘The cab sections over 10 times that length. 
are mounted rigidly on the trucks, a canvas articulation, The weight of the cab and equipment is transmitted 

similar to that used on passenger trains, connecting the to the four driving units of each truck by a series of 

cabs on the two trucks making up a motive power unit. springs, giving three pairs of support points between 
An unusual feature of the cab construction is the the backbone and driving units. This is well shown 
provision for removing the sides and roof surrounding in Fig. 1. 

the motor generator set (see Fig. 3) giving much The hollow spaces in the backbone casting have been 

greater accessibility than is possible with a more nearly very ingeniously utilized as ventilating ducts and storage 

standard construction. reservoirs for compressed air. Fig. 1 shows an outlet 

Mechanical Features of a ventilating duct. 
But the real novelty on the Detroit, Toledo and Iron- Another interesting feature of this locomotive is the 

ton locomotive lies in the mechanical arrangement of individual brake, one of which is shown on the leading 

the trucks. As illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows one wheel of the truck in Fig. 1. A similar brake is applied 

of the inside trucks, looking toward the connection to the top of each driving wheel. The brake cylinder 

between the motive power units, there is no frame in is fastened to the motor frame, so that the entire 

the ordinary sense of the word, but rather a cast steel weight of the locomotive is carried on the brake 

backbone. This backbone is shaped like an inverted shoes during the braking period, giving very effective 
broad and shallow letter U, arms reaching up and retardation. 

out to support the cab frame and heavy equipment, On the backbone, as on a cradle, are carried the | 

and down to guide and rest on the “driving units”. heavy pieces of equipment, such as the transformer 
These “driving units” consist of a motor frame, and motor generator set. Channel iron is bolted to 

carrying the motor, pinions, gears, axle and driving the projections on the side to give a rectangular top 

wheels as illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows one of the on which the cab is built. 

trucks. Each pair of pinions is carried on a shaft inside Another feature new with this locomotive was a 

the hollow armature shaft and keyed to it at the center. combined controller and brake stand, with throttle type 

The torsion of this shaft between the keyed center and controller handles working in a vertical plane. 
the pinions at the ends furnishes the desired flexibility in Following the usual Ford policy, the locomotive is 

the motor drive. The pinions drive to gears keyed exceptionally: well finished, having heavy nickeled trim- 

solidly to the driving axle which is carried in the solid mings and a deep upholstered aluminum chair for the 

bearings in the rear of the motor frame. This method — engineer. 

of support is the reverse of the usual one in which The motor generator set is practically identical with 

both locomotives and motor weight are transmitted that for the Great Northern and will be described with 

directly to the axle, for here the locomotive weight is the other electrical equipment. 

transmitted to the axles through the motor frames. The performance of the Detroit, Toledo and Ironton 

| 

|
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locomotive in heavy slow speed freight service was The control equipment is of the reliable HBFR 

very satisfactory. This would have induced other electro-pneumatic type, the control current coming from 

roads to try the same type, had it not been for the the 125-volt storage battery used for starting the motor 

extreme unconventionality of the mechanical design. generator set. The control equipment is extremely 

The average railroad executive has learned to be con- light and compact for locomotive service, due to the 
servative, and doubtless considered that the motor fact that the only currents normally switched are field 

generator principle was enough of an innovation with- currents for the main generator about 30-40 amperes 
out the added doubt due to new mechanical design. at 125 volts. 

The Creat Northern Locomotive The traction motors, which are arranged for either 

The next locomotive of this type, the new equipment series or separate excitation, are all connected in par- 

for the Great Northern, are more of the usual design. allel on each unit, but are arranged so that any one 

The complete locomotive consists of two motive ‘2 be cut out — affecting the rest. 
power units, duplicates of each other, semi-permanently an compressor is driven by a dee motor from the 
coupled together. main exciter when the motor generator set is running 

Each motive power unit has a bar steel frame resting and from the storage battery when the motor generator 

on the axle journals in the conventional manner. seb As down. 
Forming the end castings of this frame is an integral The blower motors on the Great Northern, two for 
central casting carrying all the heavy equipment, The the traction motors and one for the transformer on 

cab is mounted rigidly on this frame. Each unit has cach, unit, ‘are. driven by’ three phase induction motors. 

a leading axle, four driving axles and a trailing axle, When the Synchronoits motor BEES: light, the 
an arrangement which is classified a 1-D-l. Each auxiliary or teaser winding mentioned above furnishes 

driving axle carried a single axle hung traction motor, thoes: phase: power fo stark atid run the: BIGWEr MIOLOrS: 

driving through pinions mounted solidly on the arm- When the synchronous manor te Uoatied,. Wie Rist 
ature shaft to flexible gears on the driving wheels, winding connection is broken and the blower motors 

This locomotive uses the conventional form of con- 9° operated single plese: 

troller and brake stand. Operating Cycle 

The Great Northern will use these locomotives in Because of ‘the electiical similanty of the ‘two lose 

freight and passenger service over the Cascade Moun- motives, the operating qycles are much the isaine, THE 
tains in Washington. Great Northern locomotive is described, but the points 

These two locomotives are almost identical: electrically wherein the Detroit, Toledo and Ironton differ are 

so the electrical features may be most conveniently mndicated, 3 
deseribed at one tine: In order that an engine may be started and operated, 

. . it is necessary that the battery be charged. The air 

Electrical Features pressure may then be pumped up, and the two panta- 
The motor generator set on both locomotives consists , 

of a 2100-HP, 25-cycle, 4-pole single phase motor |g ee 7 dd aul ie o yr 
driving a 1500-kw, 600-volt generator at 750 r.p.m. [Lo 0) ane | 

This generator had four fields, a series excited dif- nt er ig Se = at , 

ferential field, an interpole field, a compensating field eee Ue a bs ie ee nl 
and a separately excited main field. The motor of the i" — ane ay ee i, 
Great Northern differs from that on the D.T.&I. in | A wel : 
having a teaser winding, or a portion of the additional ee | <e ‘YR | 
winding which would make a three phase machine of ai MEAG | i ie ae | i 
the motor. This furnishes a source of three phase oe i. Ua y) Ge, rs | . 

power for driving the blower motors without over- . po Ms 4 een (lk 4 
loading the machine with a larger exciter, and in SO ae ese See Hei ul ) i: 

addition utilizes the rugged induction motor for service A ‘| pee lec ~ tac “4 
to which it is admirably fitted. A 75-kw, 125-volt |Site nant oe tt yen tin: re 
exciter is carried on the motor end of the shaft. A  |oeuum a onal Se aes = 
25-kw regenerative exciter is carried on the other end. ” ~ 

The transformers are of the two circuit type, the Fic. 3. D.T.& 1, Locomotive showing sides and 

auto-transformer having gone out of favor for railway roof removed 

use on account of the high voltage which may be put graphs on each unit controlled. Two of these spring 

across the equipment in case of a ground. The Detroit, raised, air lowered pantagraphs are carried up on the 

Toledo and Ironton uses an oil cooled transformer, locomotives at all times to insure a constant supply of 

while the Great Northern uses an air blast transformer. power to the high tension bus line. 
This latter is the more common, but on both the Ford The motor generator set is started by running the 

locomotive and those for the Virginian, oil cooled main generator as a motor from the storage battery 

transformers were used because of the high voltage, until approximately one third speed is reached, then 

23000, for which they were wound. (Continued on page 6)
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BUS REGULATION IN WISCONSIN 

By Newett E, Frencu, e’23 

ISCONSIN’S new bus law, enacted by the 1927 pensation for the repair and maintenance of pavements 

WV legislature, places auto transportation com- and bridges, and for the regulation of street traffic. The 

panies under regulation comparable in character and reasonableness of the compensation demanded and re- 

scope to that affecting other public service corporations  strictions imposed is not subject to the review of the 

in the state. Rates, schedules, facilities for service, commission; the bus companies’ only recourse is through 

safety of operation, competing service and accounting the courts. 

practices are all matters for review and regulation. The Any auto-transportation company engaged in carry- 

Wisconsin Railroad Commission is charged with the ing passengers must file an indemnity bond with the 
administration of the law. commission unless the company can satisfy the com- 

Since 1915 the subject of motor bus regulation has mission as to its financial ability to pay damages which 

been before the legislature, but the present measure may occur. Such bonds must indemnify the company 
was the first to surmount the legislative and executive to the extent of possible damages of $10,000 to any 

hurdles. one person and from $20,000 to $75,000, depending on 

The law provides that before an auto transportation the size of the bus, for any single accident. Companies 

company may operate, a cer- operating buses in freight or 

tificate and permit must be [FR Bg: Pree express service must file a 

obtained. Such certificate, the a fe y ¥ Pe N} similar bond in the amount 
fee for which is twenty-five iat “4 (gue NE PE BS Bett of $2,000. 

dollars, the commission is em- fin ge f ». 4 1 Lt Annual reports are to be 

powered to issue or refuse, BP ss': 22: “NESSNSR Sree erst i cae eae tas filed with the commission, con- 

as the public interest requires, 2 lq} taining such financial informa- 

and may refuse to issue a |“ G eee te tion, physical data and oper- 

certificate whenever adequate ‘seal yess cles ESE EN Se yr eee ne ee 8 ating statistics as the commis- 
transportation facilities already ae ee. sion may prescribe. The com- 

exist. CT he commission has A Modern Motor Coach mission’s accountants, in col- 

authority under the law to laboration with accountants 

coordinate bus routes and from a number of bus operat- 

schedules of the various operating companies and also ing companies have recently prepared a classification of 

to prevent unnecessary duplication of service and un- accounts which all auto transportation companies in the 

wholesome competition between bus lines and steam state will be required to follow. With the annual report 

and electric railroads. The commission may not, how- must go the company’s check for forty dollars for 
ever, refuse certificates to auto transportation companies each motor bus in operation. | 

who were in operation on March 1, 1927, and who A tax based on ton miles of operation is provided 

comply with other provisions of the law; routes and for in the law. This tax, paid into the general fund 

schedules then employed are considered as established and credited to the highway commission, is to be dis- 
and must be recognized by the commission’s certificate. tributed by that body to the counties of the state in 
These certificates of authorization will prescribe the proportion to the ton miles of operation in each county. 

route to be followed, rates or fares to be charged, the No portion of these funds, however, may be expended 
schedule to be maintained and other conditions of op- for maintenance or improvement of any highway within 

eration necessary to carry out the purpose of the law. the limits of cities or villages. In passenger service, 

Rather unusual, and of considerable interest, is the ton miles are computed on the assumption that over 

following excerpt from the law: “No right, privilege the entire run each seat of the bus is occupied by a 150 

or certificate held, owned or obtained by any auto pound passenger; in freight transportation, it is assumed 

transportation company under the provisions of this that every truck carries its maximum load over the 

chapter shall be sold, assigned, leased, transferred or entire route. The weight of the vehicle itself is of 
mortgaged cither by voluntary or involuntary action.” course included in the calculations. For passenger 

Another important provision of the law relates to busses on pneumatic tires the tax is one-tenth cent 

the control of auto transportation in cities and villages. per ton mile, and if the bus has two or more solid tires 

The consent of the city or villages and its approval of the tax is doubled; motor carriers of freight are taxed 

the proposed route within the corporate limits must one-fifth cent per ton mile if pneumatically tired, and 

first be obtained before busses may be lawfully operated. again the rate is doubled if solid tires are employed. 

Cities and villages may also require reasonable com- (Continued on page 64) 

a_i
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COMMENTS ON THE MISSISSIPPI SITUATION 

By Anriur H. Frazer, c’28 

Ts. Mississippi flood relief will probably be one “Call a special session of Congress for the relief of 

one of the first measures brought before Congress the flood sufferers” was the impatient demand following 
when it convenes this fall. It is not a new question; the Mississippi disaster, and it recalls the same spirit 

engineers and politicians in the lower Mississippi valley of impatience that was exhibited at the time of the 

have for many years been asking Congress for sufficient Miami flood which devasted Dayton, Ohio, in 1913. 
funds to take care of the river properly. In an article The impatience of the people was one of the greatest 

written as far back as 1883 in the Ailantic Monthly problems the Miami engineers had to face when plan- 
(Vol. 51, page 656) N. S. Shaler, once State Geologist - ning the flood control, according to Arthur F°. Morgan, 

and Surveyor of the state of Kentucky, says in regard chief engineer of the project, and the success of the 

to floods, “For the lower portions of the Mississippi, project hung in suspense several times, not on account 

that vast alluvial plain, richer than of engineering difficulties, but 

the lowlands of Holland or of the [~~ | rather, on account of the difficulty 

Nilotic delta, a remedy, or at least EDITOR’S NOTE of controlling their impatience 
a satisfactory pallative, may be . and keeping it from turning into 
found in the system of diking and Here Mr. Frasier presents the re- disgust or indifference. 
of side outlets, which have been sults of @ broad general study of the As the flood waters receded at 

so well proven in many other lands Mississippi situation, from various Dayton, a slogan developed. News- 

for thousands of years. As soon | 7etpoints, and in many phases. We papers and. periodicals caught it 
as thé HAtion -Gonies to a. full sense believe this article has included many up and broadcast it thruout the 

of its duty by its inheritance, this of the things most of us have over- | valley: “Steam shovels must be 

part of the evil will certainly be looked in regard to the engineering at work within three months!” 
dealt with,” aspects of the gigantic catastrophe However, three months clapsed 

Professor Mead of our hydrau- which early this year overtook the and the steam shovels were not at 

lics department, who has been ap- | States along the lower Mississippi. work; three years elapsed, and 

pointed by the U. S. Chamber still no work was being done. 

of Commerce to the flood control Finally, in the fourth year, the 

committee, has offered the following interesting data shovels began their digging. The intervening time was 

relative to the Mississippi River: At one time the Gulf a necessity, and it was legitimately used by the engi- 

of Mexico extended up as far as Cairo, Ill, and the neers to collect run-off data upon which the plans of 

subsequent raising of the land, together with the sedi- the structure should be baséd. ; This involved a tre- 

ment carried in by the Mississippi and its 240 tributaries, mendous amount of research and a large amount of 

has filled in the Gulf to its present shore line. Indeed; time. But imagine the effect of this waiting on the 

the shore line is still moving forward. Floods on the morale of people who, emerging from a great catas- 
lower Mississippi are caused by the synchronization of trophe, had resolved that then and there they were 

the floods of the tributaries. If the flood of one trib- going to settle the flood menace. Fiery enthusiasm 
utary followed that of another down the river, there soon dies if there is not action, and unless faith in the 

would be no damage done, but when the flood from ultimate success of the project can be built up in its 

one tributary arrives at the mouth of another tributary place the needed financial support will be withdrawn 

at the time that the latter is in a flooded condition, and the project doomed. 

there is liable to be trouble. How this contingency was met is explained in an 

Mr. Mead is not a supporter of reservoir control for address given before the American Society of Civil 

the lower Mississippi. He claims that a reservoir, to be Engineers, April 5, 1922, by Arthur E. Morgan in which 

effective, would have to be placed at the junction of he said: “It was obvious that no job like this would 

the Ohio and Mississippi rivers, and that such a carry through except as it had the support of the 

reservoir would have to be 15 ft. deep and as large public... . Therefore, while we were preparing the 

as the state of New Jersey. The amount of earth plans, while we were working out the project, we were 

excavated, if the land were perfectly level, would be informing the public, we were talking at meetings, we 

sufficient to build 7000 miles of levees, 150 ft. high. were writing up features of the work, and in every 
If the main tributaries should all have floods at such possible way endeavoring to have the public understand 

periods that they synchronize at the lowest tributary, and have an insight into the job .... If they believed 

the flow of water, as explained by Mr. Mead, would that it could be done, there was more likelihood of its 

be approximately 4,000,000 cu. ft. per second. (Continued on page 62)
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MEETING A BLAST FURNACE 
EMERGENCY 

By Paut D. Fett, c’28 

SERIES of very interesting incidents, unique in sisting of a concrete base and furnace base brick, was 

A blast furnace operation and maintenance, oc- placed. The new concrete was a 1 :2%4:4 mix with 

curred at Mayville, Wisconsin. A concrete footing 6.1 gallons of water per sack of cement, the coarse | 

that had been in service many years began to heave aggregate being crushed slag. 
and throw the furnace out of plumb. During the After the concrete had been given time to develop about 

process of jacking up the furnace, improper guy lines one-third of its 28-day strength, the lifting rigging was 

resulted in a twisting of the supporting columns, almost placed. The lifting was done with 75 and 100-ton jacks, 

moving them off the jacks. The furnace, after being the lift being transmitted to the furnace through a 

lowered once, was found to be off center, and had to be system of columns and I-beams. Eight 12-inch pipes, 
raised again and moved to the proper position. These 22’ long, were used as the lifting columns. These 

occurrences in no way reflect upon the skill with which pipes were threaded and capped at each end, the caps 

the work was done, and are described here to show at the top end were bolted to the I-beams and at the 

how tremendous engineering difficulties can be success- bottom were bolted to the jacks, which, in turn, were 

fully surmounted by the use of some of the simpler bolted to their blockings. This arrangement gave the 
principles of engineering effect of square ends so 

science. a Ty a ie far as the stiffness of the 
The brick lining and = a md A @| columns was_ concerned. 

cooling system had been jf E - ey ih To stiffen the columns 
removed from the stack R= Wibsg game 3 E Bs a cen further, they were bolted 
of the furnace and work- —- 9 —o i ‘ re to the hearth ring with 

men had started removing ) aa = ae be ; T U-bolts. The I-beams that 
the salamander (iron which a a i v7 oS % the columns acted against 

settles below the iron Se ana He me Pe ss | a os a were placed under the | 
notch and cannot be drawn By Cu S hfe ong e Sa ss mee) = bosch ring. | 

off with each cast) when  |peyy : : RRs Cee To stabilize the stack, 

it was noticed that the jf 5 maaan ae eee te) «guys were strung from 
furnace was rising. That ae o ae a la bit four points in such a way 

the furnace was actually ae = _— as _ : that they would run 

rising was first noticed ay (fiat radially from the stack 
when the roof trusses, i ee =| and at right angles to each 
which are attached to the ~ " other. The riggers, how- : 

shell, were torn loose from Vic. 1. The Furnace Raised For Repairs. ever, placed a few extra 
their settings. The water guys and got them tang- 

and air feed pipes, however, were sufficiently elastic ential to the furnace. When the jacks were worked, 

to withstand the movement. these guys tended to twist the furnace off the pipe 
Any plans for remedying the condition had to be made column supports. Serious results were prevented, how- 

and executed without loss of time, since the masons ever, by counteracting the effect of the tangential guys 

who were to do the relining were already on the job with more guys. 

when the foundation heaved. The most feasible plan, After the guys were properly arranged, the furnace 

and the one which was carried out, was to raise the was jacked up 6 inches to give clearance between the 
furnace sufficiently to enable workmen to remove the furnace column bases and the concrete base. During 

old foundation material from directly under and around the jacking operation, the furnace was kept plumb by 
the base of the furnace and to place new material. raising each jack a given amount— about one-quarter 

The first step in carrying out the proposed plan was  inch—at a time. By this means, also, a uniform load 
to remove the entire bosch and raise the hearth ring was maintained on each pipe column, 

(which can be seen suspended by cables in Fig. 1) out While the furnace was in this position, the old 
of the way of the workmen. The materials inside of material was excavated for a distance of about 3 feet 
the hearth ring, bricks and concrete, were excavated around the hearth. This excavation was filled with 

down to the railroad rail reinforcing. This excavated a 1:2 :414 mix of slag-concrete. After the concrete 

concrete was in such condition that only a pick and a had hardened, the furnace was lowered onto the new 
shovel were needed to remove it. New material, con- base. In checking up on the center of the base, it
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was found to be about 2 inches off center, a condition A NEW TYPE OF RECTIFIER 

nile oe oe foie wt enters oF the Preliminary announcements have been made of a new 

. ae "an" type of rectifier which is extremely simple in principle 

the base required that the furnace be lifted again SO and operation and which will be described in detail in a 
that steel plates and rollers could be placed. The jacks a 4 ; omer netic iente ed 
were then lowered so the base rested on the plates and rorthcoming sae ay the American nee . rollers. A number of jacks were placed re near Electrical Engineers. The discoverer of the principle is 

horizontal position between furnace base and foraring Dr. L. O. Grondahl, who described itina recent number 

and tm sudk a way thai dhelr fines of geen wore of Science. The rectifier consists of a disk of copper, 

parallel to dhe dedred. diveuton G2 movement When having a coating of oxide formed on its surface, and 

a checkup from the skipway showed the furnace to be erst wie a : SORMNE, THE OSPOHAG cranes on re Se ad and th Her d Under suitable conditions current flows more readily 

> 8 agam raised an the rollers an plates from the oxide to the copper than in the reverse 
were removed. Then the furnace was lowered to its direction 

final position and concrete poured around and _ partly , . . 
over the column bases. The peculiarity of the new rectifier lies in the fact 

This is believed to be the first case in blast furnace that the direction of the electron flow is opposite to 
history where a furnace was raised due to heaving of that; undigated by the theory underlying the; ‘electron 
the base. The theory advanced to explain the cause is tubes Explanations oF contact Eecnicguon. that appear 
this: The limestone aggregate in the concrete directly most prominently. in, the literattire, as, for -example; 
under and around the hearth had been calcined, and electrolysis and thermoelectricity, are shown by Dr. 

water that had been poured on the salamander to cool Grondahl to be untenable for the aed Gedronic solid 
it, seeped through to the calcined aggregate and slaked junenon Fectiher: The sat of rectification aS Appel 

it so that expansion took place. It is definitely known ently testricted -fo ‘the: layen mear the yunction Between 
that ground movements had nothing to do with the the copper ‘and the: compound, formed :on: it: 

rising of the foundation. 

The first furnace at Mayville was constructed shortly OO 
after the discovery in 1850 of a small iron ore deposit 
near the town. This furnace was a charcoal burner HUNTING FOR “BURIED “TREASURE® 

of small capacity, but smelted all the ore that could One of the many mysteries of the Earth will soon 

be hauled from the mine. The railroads had not yet be uncovered, if the hopes of Mr. D. M. Barringer Jr. 

advanced into that part of the country, so all the come true. He predicts that under the floor of the 
hauling was done by team. Limestone deposits are famous Meteor Crater of Arizona lies a huge meteor, 

found close to Mayville, and charcoal, likewise, was perhaps the largest that has ever struck this World, 

produced in the surrounding country; therefore, these composed of meteoric iron and nickel and rich in the 
materials did not require a long haul. metals of the platinum group. 

At the present time, the furnaces at Mayville are Many parties have explored and operated in the 

the most modern in the state. Both are 500-ton furnaces, Crater, but all have given up in despair of ever finding 
about 80 feet high, and provided with self-supporting the “buried treasure”. All of this early work has been 
skipways. The only dry-blast system in the country carried on in the center of this mile in diameter crater. 
is used in conjunction with these furnaces. The dry- mr. Barringer has made a very careful study and sur- 
blast is obtained by freezing the moisture out of the vey of this distict, and through the many evidences 

air. In this way a considerable amount of heat is saved that he discovered, he is able to show beyond reasonable 
and the quality of the iron is more uniform from day doubt that a meteor lies buried at the far south end 
to day. of the bowl. 

The waste gas from the furnaces, in excess of that A shaft is to be sunk to a depth of 11500 feet from 

used in the stoves, is burned under boilers. The steam which level lateral tunnels will be driven. Mr. Bar- 

derived in this way is used to run the blowing engines, ringer’s father who was a Mining Engineer carried on 
dry-blast engines, and the turbines in the electric power a bit of exploration work for a private company back 

plant. in 1908. He succeeded at this time in imbedding his 
We often think of the blast furnace industry as drill bit in solid material at the exact depth at which 

being far removed from Wisconsin—way off East his son predicts the meteor to lie. Due to lack of 

perhaps — but here is an example of a typical plant of funds the work had to be discontinued. As only a 

the most improved type right at our door, offering us soft sandstone is known to underlie the district, it 

opportunity for study and observation at first hand. is highly probable that his bit struck the meteor. With 

this and many other facts and principles of geology 

in his favor, Mr. Barringer seems to have a very good 
“To select well among old things is almost equal to chance of succeeding. 

inventing new ones.”—Trublet. —Scientific American.
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PI TAU SIGMA ELECTS SEVEN MECHANICALS THIRTEEN ENGINEERS APPOINTED CADET 

live juniors and two senior mechanical engineers OFFICERS 

were initiated into Pi Tau Sigma, National Honorary The announcement of the appointement of R.O.T.C. 
Mechanical Enginecring Fraternity on November 1, cadet officers for the year includes the names of thirteen 

The men are: R. V. Brown, ‘29; L. A. Dodge, ’29; engineers out of thirty. They are as follows: 

R. Hartenberg, ’28; I. Koebke, ’28; H. E. Rex, ’29; Field artillery, A. C. Herro, 

FE. W. Rusch, ‘29; and M, H. Rutherford, ’29. sy ch’28, and J. F. Galbraith, e’28, 
ee \ captains; C. J. Nees, m’28, and 

ey R. H. Brigham, c¢’28, lieutenants. 
Win. .\.) Kuelthau, freshman electrical, has been Sed Signal corps, W. H. Fuldner, 

elected to Phi eta Sigma, freshman honorary society. aaa x JG Ransom Tyler, H. W. Zermuehler, 

a L. V. Saari, B. A. Wunsch, and 

a ee amenp ran Haaken Romnes, senior electricals, captains; A. P. 

cee e acca eee RO GIIMES EEAGGR FACULTY Engrebretson, C. B. Robertson, and M. N. Goldstein, 

eg ; ' : junior electricals, lieutenants. 
Instead of forming a league of its own as in former 

years, the engineering faculty has joined in the all- Oe 

university faculty bowling league and has nineteen men Prof: “I believe you missed my class yesterday.” 

in the eight teams organized. The results of several Stude: “Why no I didn’t, really; not in the least.” 

years of competition among the engineers have shown era eter als 

that they are “there with the goods”; the high single pay BETA PI SLIDE RULE AWARDED TO ROEMING. 

game and three game records are held by them. The slide rule awarded annually by Tau Beta Pi to 

Se & 2 the sophomore engineer with the highest weighted aver- 

Se ; & , ‘eva, age for his first year was given to G. C. Roeming, civil, 

mer attend: | SS ie dion with an average of 94.11, 
|B: aa a lH Li + OL de The next ten men in the class and their averages are 

See “| AR AZ Caer as follows: R. E. Sanner, civil, 93.38; R. J. Kraut, 

ee eT as  —any mechanical, 93.37; E. A. Johnson, electrical, 92.82; 

7 EL 6 gee WL - ff Chas. Schwartz, chemical, 92.55; Wm. A. Kuehlthau, 

| ‘ Frees “ L, @ electrical, 92.29 (second semester only) ; R. W. Kubasta, 
BS) ae ay: 7 ab mechanical, 92.05; E. W. Howes, electrical, 91.58; S. 

(cl ee Sore OS K. Guth, electrical, 90.52; S. L. Johnson, electrical, 

= 90.26; and R. S. Plotz, civil, 90.08. 

The men representing the Engineering school are 
Professors Hyland, Watson, Wilson, Larson, Millar, TALK ON NAVAL FLYING COURSE GIVEN , 
and Van Hagan; instructors Barker, Basford, Griffith, BEFORE <A: 5) MMe 

Anderson, Shiels, Richtmann, Doke, Trotter, Liver- At the first meeting of the A.S.M.E., on October 13, 

more, McNaul, Worsencroft, and Puerner. a detailed talk was given by R. R. Smith on his ex- 
periences while taking the flying course at the Great 

Lakes Naval Training Station. He told the mechanicals | 

E. C. M. A. HOLDS CONVENTION AT OHIO STATE — how rigorous the medical examin- 

The seventh annual convention of the Engineering — > ation was, how the “whirling” 

College Magazines Association was held at Columbus, —__~ tests was made, and how flying 

Ohio, October 20 to 22, the Ohio State Engineer being ——_/nt was actually taught. 

the host to the twenty-one engineering magazines rep- <= Plans were made for a member- 
resented. Prof. L. F. Van Hagan, national chairman See ship drive among the Sophomore 

of the association, and R. W. Leach, business manager de |, and Junior classes. Initiation was 

of the Wisconsin Engineer, were the Wisconsin rep- S ~ planned to be held in November, 
resentatives. conunittees being appointed to see to the surprises for 

Certificates of merit for publishing the best student the initiates and to see that the staple form of refresh- 

editorial and the best alumni notes department last ™ment was not wanting. 

year were awarded to the Wisconsin Engincer. (Continued on page 60)
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m4, Waste Dethroned! aw ° . 

ea VY : 3 “3 4 X 
ea Waste no longer reigns in making extreme precision a , 

Industry! Timken Bearings permanent quality. In elec- wn 

have decreed it! Machinery tric motors Timkens are re- mK. 

users are freed of the exces- vealing hitherto unheard of xe 
sive tax of friction, wear, saving and endurance. Or 

inaccuracy and under-pro- In every type of equipment 
duction. the exclusive combination Y i 

Power savings as high as of Timken tapered con- bf ey | 
: . . j 7 o f LDR age a 

60% and lubrication savings Struction, Timken posr- LZ, ok. aa 
: : ; L / fakes of even greater proportion Z/VELY ALIGNED ROLLS and L/h 5 / 

stand to the credit of Timken ‘Timken-made electric steel u@g@ Aga Wii O 

Tapered Roller Bearings. has brought a: THEM ere of ’ J 
: : economy, precision and en- 

On high eed work Timken dyrance. 
Tapered Roller Bearings are . 

ip : BS So great are Timken better- 
being specified for operation a 

ments that it is advanta- 
at 15,000 r.p.m. On heavy : 

; = geous in many cases to 
duty jobs Timkens are carry- 
: : replace obsolescent types of 
ing single loads upwards of : be ae 

d equipment at once. Leading 
25500,000 pounds. manufacturers in every 
On the spindles of the finest line now offer Timken- 

machine tools Timkens are equipped machinery. 

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO 
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GIANTS Wanted — business leaders for the next national defense. To get the same amount of training 
OF 1940! generation. They’re in the making. Here elsewhere requires years of training and subordination, 

and now they are being measured — jaw for force — and then the reward of a commission is not assured. 

eye for vision — shoulders for breadth to carry the The R. O. T. C. system places the college-trained man 

irritations of detail — giants of a new kind for a in a position of leadership — his rightful position — 
new era. one which he could not readily have attained without it. 

Giants change! But the pacifist cry has been raised! War must be 
There was the type that came with the puffing Iron made impossible, therefore the army must be disbanded 

Horse. Pioneers! Drivers who triumphed by sheer —they would put out the fire by carrying the smoke 
force alone. away in buckets. 

They drove railroads across the continent. They We are sorry to see events take such a turn. It has 

bridged rivers, built cities, linked them up with tele- always been our secret hope that the future would see 

phone and telegraph. an air detachment here, manned by men from the Col- 

New conditions of growth, development, and compe- lege of Engineering much as the Signal Corps is now 

tition have evolved a new race of giants. A race that manned by engineers. We had also hoped that in 

is less the pioneer and more the organizer. Years ago connection with the air detachment, the college would 

these leaders were burning the midnight oil. They offer a course in aviation covering both the theoretical 

were studying and analyzing — equipping themselves and the practical phases of this thrilling new science. 

to direct the successful businesses of today. Madison is ideally located for the training of pilots 

Who will be the industrial giants of 1940? They and the manufacture of planes, and the situation has 

will be the men who are burning the midnight oil right all the earmarks of an opportunity. 

now. Men who are studying organization, labor, finance, But the pacifists, like the poor, are with us always — 

selling, buying, transportation — the fascinating subject they whine by day and howl by night. The R.O.T.C. | 

of practical business economics. must go! | 

As the president of a nation-wide public utilities | 

company said, “Somewhere there is a man getting ready 
for my job.” STAFF While the staff of the Wisconsin Engineer 

Business today is operated on the double quick. POSITIONS is reasonably well rounded out, there are 

Decisions involving thousands of dollars are made by _ still some fine positions left open for men who wish to 
a nod of the head. gain the very valuable experience which this type of 

Quick decisions are sometimes called “hunches”. work offers. We wish to take this opportunity to 
But the successful man’s hunches are based on a_ especially urge the freshmen and sophomores to make : 

background of experience, observation, and study. themselves known to the staff members and indicate 

How do- you stack up, Wisconsin Engineers? Are what branch of our work interests them most. 
you gaining the ability to make right decisions at the There seems to be a mistaken idea going the rounds 
right time? Are you reaching out and grasping the that to work on the staff of the Engineer requires some 

opportunities that are daily set before you? Are you uncanny superhuman ability or a God-given aptitude 

fitting yourselves.fo be the giants of 1940? at putting one’s thoughts and mental processes down 

on paper. Nothing could be farther from correct. One 

OO must, of course, be able to write coherently and simply, 
Ro.7.¢, VF late the Reserve Officers’ Training Corps but beyond that point no especial ability is required. 

unit at Wisconsin seems to have run afoul Our year is getting nicely under way. The first, 
of hard luck. The largest part of the artillery de- and most difficult to publish, issues are off the press. 
tachment has been demobilized since the beginning of From now on, the going will be smooth and anyone 

the semester, and now the entire R. O. T. C. system is who has a desire to become a staff member will find 

under fire. Whether the fire is a real honest-to-goodness that this time is especially propitious for a beginning. 
fire, with smoke and everything, or just a strong blast Engineering journalism is a broad field, rapidly increas- 

of hot air is yet to be seen. ing in importance, and employers are eager to secure 
Our feelings in the matter are somewhat varied. It the services of men who have shown ability in that 

has always seemed to us that the Military Department direction. Here is the place to make a beginning and 

offers an excellent course (at least so far as we have now is the time — come around and get acquainted with 

gone with it) in the fundamentals and practice of the staff.
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To improve th hi 
Two days after the victory. Yet the squad was hard 

at it developing a new and formidable attack. Always 
improving the machine! 

improving the machinery of telephone making has 
been the unceasing responsibility of Western Electric, 
since 1882 manufacturers for the Bell System. 

If it has been a work big with responsibility it has 
been equally big with interest and opportunity. Many 
Western Electric men have found it so. 
Among them are those who set new standards in the 

art of making wire—developed the utilization of organic 
materials for wire insulation—improved the method of 

= using rubber in electrical equipment—and so perfected 
ye a ® the processes of manufacture of cable as to make possible 

fs 1 existing long distance communication. 
ey ly This work of improvement, setting higher standards 
a and then attaining them, goes on and on. 

Western Electric 
SINCE 1882 MANUFACTURERS FOR THE BELL SYSTEM 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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At the last Badger-Wolverine tilt the following alumni Gale, Grant O., ¢’26, is now located with the Kewaunee 

registered as present: Manufacturing Company of Kewaunee, Wisconsin. He was 

Arnold, A. B., m’26, Racine, Wis. formerly employed by the Illinois Bell Telephone Company 

Blaisdell, C. O., e°24, Chicago, Ill. of Chicago, Illinois. 

Ely, Alex W., ¢’12, Janesville, Ill. Lardner, Henry A., e’93. A friend from New York City 

Fredrickson, A. F., m’18, Waukeshaw, Wis. sends us a clipping from the roto section of the Sunday 

Field, G. H., ¢’25, Milwaukee, Wis. paper showing four solid-looking citizens in tuxes, with 

Flom, M. O., m’21, Chicago, Ill. the information that they officiated at the opening of a 

Hahn, L. H., min’21, Milwaukee, Wis. new school in Montclair, N. J. In the midst of the 
Hoebel, H. F., e’25, Adrian, Mich. group is Mr. Lardner, designated as Mayor of Montclair. 

Jones, T. D., min’22, Omaha, Nebr. As a side issue to mayoring, he is vice-president of the 

Jensen, Harold Wm., ¢’25, Chicago, Ill. J. G. White Engineering Corporation. He is one of the 

Karger, Frank., c’20, Milwaukee, Wis. many graduates in positions of responsibility who are 

Kubosch, F., ch’23, Milwaukee, Wis. regular subscribers to the ‘Wisconsin Engineer’. 

Mitchell, Norman M., m’23, Milwaukee, Wis. Matthias, Lynn H., e’26, is taking graduate work at the 

Meyers, J. W., c’27, Kenosha, Wis. university. He is living at the Orchard apartments on 

Nelson, W. F., e’27, Green Bay, Wis. North Orchard St., Madison. 

Olson, E. E., m’24, Milwaukee, Wis. Walvoord, R. H., e’27, is with the T. M.E.R.& L. Co. of 

Osius, E. F., e’24, Jackson, Mich. Milwaukee, Wis. 

Risteen, H. W., m’24, Wisconsin Highway Commission, Wooldrige, Kent E., e’25, was married Sept. 28, to Miss 

Eau Claire, Wis. Lucille Otis of Neenah. Mr. and Mrs. Wooldridge will live 

Schrader, R. R., ¢’26, Chicago, Ill. in Chicago, where he is employed as an electrical engineer. 

Strassburger, Erich., c’26, Kohler, Wis. Mr. Woolridge won the Wisconsin Utilities Scholarship in 

Robinson, H. P., ch’27, Milwaukee, Wis. Electric Railways in his senior year at the University. 

Rubenstyne, Jack., m’21, Engineer Turner Construction Woy, Prof. F. P., e’03, who has been giving the courses 
Co., Chicago, Ill. in Engineering. Administration is on a year leave of 

Thiemann, V. A., e’25, Green Bay, Wis. absence from the University. Prof. and Mrs. Woy are 

Thomsen, D. E., c’27, Fon du Lac, Wis. spending the winter in California for the sake of Mrs. 
Vaclavik, F. J., ¢’24, Engineer Commonwealth Power, Woy’s health. Their address is La Bonita, 1162 Prospect 

Jackson, Mich. St., La Jolla, California. 
Vallee, J. W., e’27, Milwaukee, Wis. Wise, J. E., e’16, who is Illuminating Engineer with the 

Webster, H. C., c’08, Milwaukee, Wis. Wisconsin Industrial Commission has moved from 1615 
Summit Ave., to 2238 Eton Ridge, Madison, Wis. 

ELECTRICALS —— 

Andrae, Stephen C., e’25, is teaching in the College of . CHEMICATS' . 
Engineering at the University of Minnesota. He was Oliver W. Storey, ch’10, a chemist in the Burgess labor- 

formerly in the Chicago office of the Westinghouse Co. atory at Madison, together with G. T. Corlinson of | 
Coe, S. M., e’24, was in Madison for the week-end of the Niagara Falls, has been granted a patent for a new 

Michigan game. Mr. Coe is appraisal engineer for the Process of producing oxidized carbon. 
United Light and Power Company of Davenport, Iowa. _ 

His home address is 1805 W. 8rd St., Sterling, Ill. MECHANICALS 

Cotter, Sylvester D., e’27, was in Madison Oct. 30 to Drewry, M. K., m’22, who was at one time editor of the 
visit his parents. He is working for the Michigan Bell ‘Engineer’ informs us that his new address is 755 Beulah 

Telephone Company of Detroit, and has completed their Ave. Milwaukee, Wis. Mr. Drewry is an engineer of the 
six week’s school for student engineers. He says he likes power plant division of the T.M.E.R.& L. Co. 
his work, likes Detroit, and likes married life, so we Edwards, A. W., m’25, has changed his address to 307 

certainly envy him. His address is 11786 Whitham Ave., Building Industries Building, Cincinatti, O. He is sales 
Detroit, Michigan. engineer with the Trane Co. 

Everett, Richard E., e’27, is taking the training course Flom, Mervin O., m’21, M. S. in Metallurgy ’22, was in 

for student engineers given by the General Railway Co. of Madison for the Michigan game. Flom is with Sargent 
Rochester, New York. His present address is 39 Grover and Lundy, 72 W. Adams St., Chicago, Ill. He is the 

street, Rochester. proud father of a son, John Mervin, age four months. 
French, Newell E., ¢’238, whose Gillette, Edmond S., m’13, better known as “Eddie”, 

marriage to Miss Margery Swoboda Wisconsin’s greatest quarterback, is now putting a plant 
me 5 of Racine last May, was one of the into operation for the manufacture of metal furniture at 

ae big social events of the season, is Santa Monica, Calif. 

r living at 1249 Drake St., Madison, Polaski, Steve, m’26, while in town to see the Michigan 
u“” Wis. Mr. French who was Faculty game, called on Prof. Hyland. He is still working for the 

Adviser for the ‘Engineer’ for three Forsythe Leather Co. of Wauwatosa, Wis. 
years is now in the Statistical De- Shoemaker, W., m’25, wrote to say that he is working for 

partment of the Wisconsin Railroad Commission at Madison. the Yale and Towne Co. in his home town, Philadelphia,
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Penn. He is much pleased with the work and sends his Poland was developed with a view to the interests of the 

best regards. countries among which it had been partitioned. The 

Stewart, Frederick C., m’23, writes, “I notice that the duty of the committee was to plan a system of railways, 
- ‘Wisconsin Engineer’ is about to waterways, and harbors that would assist in the develop- 

re come out again, and should like ment of a re-united Poland. It was also asked to report 

UE 9 ess very much to have my name on on the drainage of the Pripets marshes which cover a 
PROFESSOR bi (ke your mailing list. As you see tremendous area in eastern Poland, Printed copies of the 

uy, \ PEST = from the letter-head I am now at two reports have just been issued by the League. The 
—9_F vi be the Georgia School of Technology Polish government has already begun to carry out the 

i = af.) as Assistant Professor. There are Tecommendations made therein. 
Pe heonviscouugesn a number of Badgers around here Chase, Leon E., c’22, has left the Bridge Department of 

. _ and we manage to display a little Illinois Highway Commission and gone to Pontiac, Mich. 
Wisconsin spirit at times.” His address is 204 Whittemore Street. 

_ Eldred, George E., c’16, has been appointed to succeed 

F. F. Mengel as division engineer for the Wisconsin High- 

MINERS way Commission at Wisconsin Rapids. 

Field, W. S., min’24, revisited the University recently. Gartner, I. C., ©’24, was in Madison the first part of 

Mr. Field is employed by the Indian Territory Illuminating August looking up old friends. He was on his way to his 

Oil Co. with headquarters at Witchita, Kansas. mother’s home in Missouri and expected to visit Denver 
Jones, T. D., min’22, Superintendant of the American friends before returning to his position with the Common- 

Smelting and Refining Co. of Omaha, Nebr., reports the wealth Power Co., at Jackson, Michigan. 

birth of a son, Thomas Morgan Jones, on June 26, 1927. Gettleman, W. F., ¢’14, visited the college on Oct. 10. 
Nelson, Floyd, min’24, and M. Dwight Harbaugh, min’24, He is in consulting practice in Los Angeles under the firm 

are with W. C. McBride, Inc., St. Louis, Mo. name of General Engineering Service Co., 321 Byrne Bldg. 

aes Green, Sherman, c’23, writes that after spending a year 
with the Pitometer Company, Kansas City, he went to 

CIVILS Texas with the Humble Oil and Refining Company. Upon 
Abbott, Ellis P., c’08, has left his position as chief con- the failure of his father’s health, he went to Idaho and 

struction engineer for the Pan American Petroleum Trans- now “I am mismanaging 1500 acres of irrigated aggrava- 
port Company, of New Orleans, and is sailing for South tion”. He has a son, Sherman Jr., whom he is sure will 

America, where he will go as sales engineer for the Crane attend the Engineering School at the University of Wis- 
Export Corporation. consin. 

Abendreth, George H., ¢’25, is now with the Dravo Con- Hedges, Warren B., ¢’26, is now associated with the 

struction of Camden, N. J. During the two years follow- Hedges-Weeks Construction and is doing rail work on 
ing his graduation he was instructor in Railway Engi- masonry construction in Florida and Alabama. He gives 

neering at the university. His present address is City his address as: Hedges-Weeks Construction Company, 
Y.M.C. A., Camden, N. J. Aliceville, Alabama. 

Ahrens, B. F., ¢’23, formerly of La Crosse, Wisconsin, Buck, Howard P., ¢’17, is coaching the football team at 

has removed to Black River Falls, Wisconsin, and can be the University of Miami, Florida. “Cub” was well known 

reached there care of Mrs. Caves. a to football fans during his years 

Anderson, Russell A., c’15, is in partnership with his f = ucnve here at school, having captained 
i . uD = the Badgers in 1915. Last year, 

brother in the material supply business at Sawtelle, Calif., a . pps 
. . = = his first as the Miami coach, the 

with offices also in Los Angeles. S t . A 
a am won every one of its games 

Barnes, E. M., c’22, and A. J. Horst, ¢’27, are located on o7--____" despite the fact that it was the 

the construction of the new Fayette County building in _ Lie: ® first team to represent the Uni- 
Uniontown, Pa. They are employed by Engstrom and versity of Miami on the gridiron. 
Wynn of Wheeling, Pa. Howson, Louis R., c’08, CE’12, has been elected a trustee 

Batchelder, F. J., c’15; CE’17, has announced a change in of the American Water Works Association, his term of 

the name of his firm from the Illinois Appraisal Company office ending in 1930. Mr. Howson presented a very well 

to F. J. Batchelder and Co., Inc. His offices are located in done paper on the Water Softening Plant of Miami, Florida, 

Chicago and New York. at the 47th Annual Convention of the Association in June, 

Bendt, J. P., c’12, is engineer with the Koppers Construc- pel the ae has been reprinted in the July issue of 
tion Co., working on coke oven construction. His address . jater Wen s”. He 18 member of the firm Alvord, Bur- 

js 298 Manistique Avenue, Detroit, Michigan. dick an owson of Chicago. 

Buckmaster, J. L., c’27, has secured a position as Junior Mackie, J. E., c’23, secretary of the Pacific Coast Build- 
Topographic Engineer with the United States Geological '™% Officials Conference, appeared before the Building and 
Survey located at La Crosse, Wisconsin. Loan Seeretaries Association of 

— Southern California at the August 
Busby, Lynn J., ¢’25, has moved from 1430 Mound St. > meeting of that body and presented 

to 519 S. Orchard St., Madison, Wis. Mr. Busby is in the purpose and scope of the uni- 

the employ of the Wisconsin Highway Commission. form building code movement. Tol- 

Case, J. Frank, ¢c’90, to whom the college is indebted for ronSUi lowing his talk the Building and 
the Archibald Case Loan Fund for needy engineering . Loan Secretaries passed a resolution 

students, was appointed last year by the League of endorsing the work of the Conference and urging the adop- 
Nations as a member of a committee to investigate and tion of the code by the various cities when practical and 
advise about transportation facilities in Poland. The equitable. 

problem is exceptionally interesting because, in the past, (Continued on page 61)
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DIABOLIS PENETRABILIS were under heavy shearing stress compared to the 

The Diabolis Penetrabilis is a new crustacean recently bending stress—that is, short and deep beams, and 
seen in the neighborhood of Wisconsin Rapids, Wis- those having large percentage of longitudinal steel. 

consin, ‘Translated into [english the name means “The However, these beams also showed the highest shear 

Devil that Goes” or “Go-Devil’. One can easily see capacity. Adequate anchorage of both longitudinal and 

the reason for this name when the Diabolis is studied. web steel was found to be important. Generally the 

Through a ten inch pipe line about four miles long the observed stresses in the web steel were well below the 

Consolidated Water Power and Paper Co. pumps sul- stresses calculated on the assumption that the web 

phite pulp from the slush tanks of its mills at Wis- steel carries all the shear, and approximated those cor- 

consin Rapids to the slush tanks of its mills at Biron. responding to the division of the shear between concrete 

\s reported by the Consolidated News, the magazine and steel sections. But with increasing percentage of 

of the company, this in itself is quite an accomplish- web reinforcement, the proportion of the total shear 

ment. ‘There was a tendency for a slimy jelly-like carried by the web steel increased. Vertical web 

fungus to grow on the inside of the pipe. When this members were about equally effective with those in- 

fungus occasionally broke off, it discolored the pulp. clined at 45 degrees. —Engineering News-Record 

Chemical treatment did not solve the problem; so Mr. : 
T. R. Hayton of Appleton, Wisconsin, was called on GREAT RESERVOIR FOR LONDON’S WATER SUPPLY 

to find a method. His work resulted in the invention The water supply of the City of London has recently 

of the Diabolis Penetrabilis. It is about twenty-four been increased by the addition of a new reservoir, 

inches long and is equipped with hardened steel blades ° known as Queen Mary’s Reservoir. It is of interest 

or scrapers which look much like propeller blades, ex- because it is the largest reservoir in the world having | 

cept that they are rounded at the ends to fit the pipe. artificial embankments. This impounding basin covers 

There are guides both fore and aft to keep the blades an area of about 723 acres, and has a capacity of nearly 

on the pipe walls and the motion of the liquid propels 7,000,000,000 gallons. 

and rotates them. Thus the fungus is swept off the As the site selected was on flat ground, the entire 

walls and the Diabolis moves forward through the bottom of the reservoir had to be excavated to a depth 
pipe at a speed of two hundred feet per minute. It of six feet below the surface; the material thus ob- 

has never failed to negotiate turns on the twenty foot tained being used to rear the enclosing embankments, 

vertical run of pipe at the Biron end. We can well which rise to a height of 38 feet. The inner slope of 
believe that scientists and bioligists are flocking to the embankments is lined with concrete slabs six inches | 
Wisconsin to study the Diabolis Penetrabilis in its thick, and the outside, covered with rich soil and loam, ; 

native habitat. is to be planted with ornamental shrubs. The exterior 
—Power Plant Engineering. outline of the reservoir is that of an irregular 7-sided 

OO polygon with rounded corners, and advantage is being 
WEB STRESSES IN CONCRETE BEAMS taken of this to add to the scenic charm of the structure. 

Tests of 139 reinforced-concrete beams to investigate — Compressed Air Magazine 

shear failures and webb stresses are reported by Prof. ——_—_——- 
T. E. Richart in Illinois Engineering Experimentai USE OF NOBLE GASES 

Station Bulletin 166, just issued. The tests extended In recent years helium, neon, and argon have been 

over a 12 year period, and dealt with spans of 6 to obtained economically enough to make them of com- 

10 ft., depths of 10 to 21 in., and flange widths up to mercial importance. It has been found that a beautiful 
21 in., loaded usually at the third-points. In the beams red glow is produced by passing an electric discharge 

which had no web reinforcement, failure was by diagonal through a glass tube containing a small amount of 

tension at shearing unit stresses from 130 to 580 pounds neon. Hence neon is now used in a novel type of 

per sq. in. Failure occurred suddenly, without display electric sign in which the letters and designs are made 

of toughness. Beams with web reinforcement always from glass tubing. Helium, as we all know, is used 

showed gradual yielding. They exhibited the largest advantageously in balloons because of its lightness and 

amounts of diagonal tension in the region between load- non-inflammability. Argon is used for filling electric 
point and support, while near load and support the light bulbs of high power as it is found to increase 

diagonal tension was relatively small. The diagonal their efficiency as compared with vacuum lamps. 

tensions reached large values in those beams which —Scientific American.
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Bl ue The Standard 

Sy % for Rubber Insulation 
vy) OR nearly half a century the name OKonITE ’ 

Ce nter Fr been recognized in the electrical industry 
as being synonymous with quality. 

S teel ! Oxonire insulation is a rubber compound con- 
taining never less than 30% by weight (over 60% 

‘@ by volume) of wild, dry, Up River Fine Para 
Wi re Rubber with no admixture of low grade rubber, re- 

claimed rubber or rubber substitutes. 
All products bearing the OxoniTE trade mark 

op e carry with them our unconditional guarantee of 
excellence and unvarying reliability. 
OKONITE is made in but one ade. 

‘ The Okonite Company 
AS uperior Product The Okonite-Callender Cable Co., Inc. 

Factories, PASSAIC, N. J. PATERSON, N. J. 
Saleo Offices: New York, Chicago, Pittsburgh, St. Louls, 
Atlanta, Birmingham, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle 

° ’ Pettingell-Andrews Co.. Boston, Mass. KS John A.Roebling’s Sons Co. [5 NE 
Trenton, New Jersey canna Rees ete, ee ee id Meat 

j a. 
} . 
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! he PAY GOOD DIVIDENDS 
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Our successful experience in designing and building Refrigerating and Ice 
Making Plants in the last half century is passed on to the purchaser in the 
form of properly constructed and installed equipments. 

Specifications and Quotations covering any size Refrigerating or Ice 
Making Plant will be submitted on request. 

906 Clinton Street Established 1867 Milwaukee, Wis. 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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5 CAMPUS NOTES 
4 NR (Continued from page 52) 

oo an AUTOMATIC CLOCK INSTALLED IN STEAM AND 
©) as GAS LABORATORY 

\ PENCILS A clockwork mechanism has been installed in Prof. 
a 7 ~ Ti anata se 3 4 Fox et rf bea) N The Largest Selling Quality Pencils G. G Wilson’s office which automatically rings the 

ava in the World bells for readings on the engine tests made in the Steam 

at Sy The Lead is absolutely free and Gas Laboratory. It eliminates the old “pipe and 

\ {ARN front gat onevencthedige gong” with which junior and senior engineers have 
A> o smooth and long-lasting. been working up to this time. 
a Da Each of the 17 degrees are The mechanism was designed and built by Mr. 

‘ op uniform with every pencil . 
A ae | of that degree—always. Romare, builder of the gridclock, and also of the class 

AON | The wood is spectallyiseleee: bell mechanism. It consists of a Seth Thomas clock 
Wow b) ed cedar, of the best ~uality hich kes electrical c tt every half L TI 
Wa, q obtainable. which makes electrical contact every half second. ne 

SS { Theirperfectionmaxesthem current, when contact is made, operates a relay much 
SANSA] economical as they can be 1. “o doce. seh ij 2 \ B iccd. downto the last tach, like the escapement in the. clock, which in turn oper: 

aS The distinctive watermark ates two gears, one making a revolution every ten 

finish avoids substitution— seconds and the other every five minutes. By means 
| known and recognized soe s * 
throughout the world. of projections on these gears, the signal bell is rung 

THI, 17 Black Degrees once every five minutes and two-ring warning is given 
N a ten seconds before each ringing. 

LEAD 3 Copying Pash) PARE 
For bold heavy lines... . . 6B-5B-4B-3B The men working with the clock are very well sat- COLORED PENCILS | Forvie Vetchog= 2 *L2e BIBER ie was _ 

Trade Mark Registered For clean fine lines. . 2H-3H-4H-SH-GH ished with it and are rather proud that it is a product Make fineiines tor figuring, check- | For delicate thinlines . .... . 7H-8H-9H . Pt : ‘4s . <i : ing, sketching, blueprints, etc, Plata Bade—per dos $1.00 of the Engineering building, both in design and in 
Blue Purple Pink Rubber “ —per doz. $1.20 construction, 
Red Brown Lt. Blue : 
Green Orange Lt. Green At Stationers and Stores a 
White Yellow Maroon throughout the World 

$1:20 per doz. AmericanLead Pencil Co. H. C. Weiss, min’28, the 1927 St. Pat, did not return 

SIBIBSHVAYD «DERE MCN: to school this fall but is head of a good sized crew 
doing Indiana road work. No, not making little ones 

out of big ones. 

A. I. E. E. HOLDS GET TOGETHER 

The first meeting of the student branch of the A. I. 

E. E. was held Wednesday, October 19, in the Engi- 

neering Auditorium. It was a general get-together for 

. the senior, junior, sophomore, and freshmen electricals. 

Brock Engraving Co. Prof. C. M. Jansky and Prof. E. Bennett told what 

the A. I. E. E. stood for and explained the relation 

between the national body and the local student branch. 

H. J. Kubiak played a violin solo, accompanied by Miss 

Dixon at the piano. 

ENGRAVERS FOR F 5 
R. B. Teare, e’27, has been granted a research fellow- 

ship in the Electrical engineering department. | 

THEY SOUND REASONABLE 

, ‘ e Another crop of civil juniors is being introduced to 

The W 1SCONSIN Engineer the English language with interesting results, as indi- 

cated by the following definitions culled from their 

attempts at defining words: 

Refractory—pupils eating place at a boarding school. 

. oo Extant—distance between midle of chord and are. 
Fourth Floor State Journal Building Mitigate—to move to other parts. 

Niadison, Wiseonsit Gubernatorial—pertaining to the power of eating. 

Alluvium—a bright metal. 

Prof. R. S. McCaffery, department of mining engi- 

neering, is conducting a research of the contents of 

the slag from the St. Louis iron furnaces. 

| 
| 
|
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ALUMNI NOTES ~ 
(Continued from page 57) e ° 

Nelson, Russell A., ¢’26, was Action of Explosives 

married to Miss Elizabeth Ed- 

\ wards of Madison, on October 15, . ; . , 

<= ok i in the first Congregational church a Ha i HH i Le 

G §- Lgy of this city. Mr. Nelson is now PRG. ER UTS Ny eee 
Ce. eG in the contracting and building ESA Ga 
ESD besiness with is father in Madi EU prs \ KASUGA son. He is living at their new Heke Nera Leen 

$NRBEFIND home on Oxford Road, Shore- EEN es 
wood Hills. Sct UN@EnEa HEHE Hee 

Pilz, Russell J., c’26, is now in Chicago. He is living Ea - ie et Tl HH ea 

with William Bradenburg, ¢’27, at 454 Melrose St., Hotel aL He ESS EEE He 
Del Monte, Chicago, Ill. SHH RUSpeceemee et Tea 

Price, Elmer E., ¢’23, visited Madison during the regis- Fee etait eee ae 
tration period. He is advertising manager for Eugene Pe ceessessetiters# cosssssecitent ateaenssct cette HrEEERIE EEE EERE gE Dietzgen Co. and is a booster for more and better English Hees ose HH Hi 

for engineers. The latest catalogue of the company was Eee | ESEEIEErt res nE EE H a Ht 
5 S s a, 1 EEE eee EERE EERE 

written by him and he prepares many special bulletins. “08 od id 133 Boo o0 oo 

Incidentally, he is the father of a 2-year old son, Thomas 

Spencer. His business address is 166 W. Monroe St., Lesson No. I of 
Chicago. His home address is 536% Michigan Avenue, 

Evanston, Ill BLASTERS’ HANDBOOK 
Saks, John S., ¢’25, gives his new address as 2920 Wrgiht . . , 

St., Milwaukee, Wis. He is resident engineer with the Pee explosives are solids or liquids that can 
Metropolitan Sewerage Commission. be instantaneously converted by friction, 

Severson, Norman A., c’27, is employed as a draftsman heat, shock, sparks or other means into large 

for Consoer, Older & Quinlan, consulting engineers of volumes of gas. That sounds simple, but this 

lege im SOGREER TH UEGD Suey’ TEER fundamental principle of the action of explosives 

Smith, Judson P., ¢’26, fellow in hydraulic and sanitary is modified by a host of circumstances. 

engineering last year, spent the summer with the United First there are “high” and “‘low’’ explosives. Then there are 

States Public Health Service, inspecting water systems on all the circumstances of purpose, methods of loading and 

lake steamers at Sault St. Marie, Michigan. On October 1, firing and handling and storing. Explosives are measured 
Jud will begin work for the Marathon Rubber Products principally by these general characteristics: Strength, Ve- 

Company of Wausau, Wisconsin. locity, Water Resistance, Density, Fumes, Tempera- 

Smith, Leon A., ¢’12, superintendent of waterworks at ture of Freezing, and Length and Duration of Flame. 

Madison, Wisconsin, is the author of an article describ- Chapter One of the Blasters’ Handbook makes this seem- 

ing the new six million gallon reservoir at Madison, which ingly complicated subject very easily mastered. Charts and 

appears in the May 26 number of the Engineering News- tables explain relative energy of different strengths. Other 
Record. characteristics are explained in classroom terms, and amply 

Tate, Stanley A., c’26, who is with the Wisconsin High- illustrated. 

way Commission, is working at present as inspector on the Many of the leading technical colleges, universities and 

laying of pavement on U. S. Highway 51, between Mosinee schools are using the Blasters’ Handbook in their class- 
and Rothschild. His temporary address is Mosinee, Wis. rooms because of its perfect practicality. Made up by du 

Thiel, Walter C., c’22, is acting efficiency engineer for Pont field service men out of their own experience in a 
the city of Los Angeles during the absence of his superior great many fields over a great many years, The text-book 

who is taking a two month’s trip to Europe. of the ‘‘school of experience.” 

Tschudy, L. C., ¢’23, has been with the Feather River 

Power Co., Storrie, Calif., for nearly a year and a half. \\ You Suge nese Wis exberionce textbook: 

During that time he has had direct supervision of the A \ Mualyable reference and study work, 
z F BES \ , Yours for the mere asking. 

survey and construction of a two mile waterway through eS \ Here’s a coupon for your convenience. 

solid granite. Since the completion of that project, he has (> \ 

had charge of the survey for an eight mile Conduit grade \ 

line. After completing the survey, he was given the privilege \ 

of completing the work. The pipe at the inlet is 23 inches ow \ ae 

and at the outlet it is 36 inches. In connection with the > 

actual construction of the pipe, three small dams, ranging \ REG. Us S. PAT. OFF. 
from 15 to 80 feet, are being built to divert the flow of 

small streams into the pipe. An interesting point in the| » 7, pyponr DE NEMOURS & CO., Inc., 

construction of the pipe is that it is being acetylene welded, Explosives Department, Wilmington, Delaware 

a comparatively new thing in the construction of pipe lines | Without cost or obligation on my part, please send me a copy of the “Blasters? 

of this type. Handbook” 

Wolf, Albert M., ©’09, CE’13, was in Madison for the | N& ®rst 
Michigan game. He is at present the president of the | Dormitory Room NowccccccccccccStEOOtee ccc ccccessvusesssseussssssuuseseesnsssssssissseeeeseee 

firm of Wolf, Sexton, Harper & Trueax, Inc., Engineers CRY cece cette eee SHOE coe 
and Architects, with offices on the 380th floor, Tribune — 

Tower, Chicago, Ill. Sd
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Fe i tt Ht A At Ht THE MISSISSIPPI FLOOD SITUATION 

(Continued from page 49) 

i j being done than if they believed it impossible, and the 
i ' i job of building “ expectation paceess us ” cement 

j j just as vital in the progress of this work as the design 

Read a Good Book! of the concrete conduits.” 
i I Every great engineering project has in it something 

i i that effects future engineering works. Fifteen years 

i [ ago, according to Mr. Morgan, the attitude of American 

i I engineers on reservoir control of floods was quite uni- 

i , | formly hostile. We find in his address, mentioned | 

i @Only 3c per day; 10c minimum j above, “On the Lower Mississippi there had been a 

| charge is all it costs you to read | long, hard fight over the question of reservoirs or levees. 

i . . | The use of levees was right; the Army engineers knew 

i all the best of the new fiction in i it was right—they had fought for their use and in 
i | that fight reservoirs in toto were pretty well discredited.” 
i | So well had the army engineers convinced the public 

i | and other members of the profession that levees were 

i BROWN’S RENTAL LIBRARY | the best means of flood control, that when reservoirs 

i | were finally adopted for control in the Miami District, 

i | criticism was showered upon the engineers from all 
i | sides, even from within the profession. To see the 
| BROWN BOOK SHOP | job through, it was necessary to gain the substantial | 
| | engineering opinion of the country, so they brought in 

i §21:623 STATE ‘STREET | the leading engineers who opposed their ideas, spread 

I | before them the surveys and data which led to the 

| | decision that reservoirs were the most practical, and the 
i | opposing engineers could find no fault. 

ee tO II ta The Miami Engineers had faced an adverse engineer- 

ing opinion built up by the Mississippi engineers in | 

enn tn tt tht tnt —a——n——ngy Whose territory, Morgan states, reservoirs were entirely 

j ! impracticable, and carried to fields where the question 

| ! had not been caefully examined. 

| _ . The Miami project is completed and the engineering | 

! W A S 1 | Th y 1 profession as well as public opinion is “sold” on the 
! € are pecia izing IS ear | esahiets plan. This aS the Mississippi indulged in 

! | another flood, and now the tables have been turned. 
| on ! The Mississippi engineers are faced with an adverse 

! ! engineering and editorial opinion built up by the Miami | 

| personal photographic Christmas ! engineers, in whose territory levees were impracticable, 

! : ! and another campaign of education will probably be 
i greeting cards. | necessary. 

| | Blame for the failure of many public projects has 

We have samples on display in been quite generally thrown upon the shoulders of the 
4 : engineer. He is the ‘goat’ it seems, whether he really 

! store and any design desired may ! is to blame or not. The Chicago Tribune of Sept. 25, 

be made to order. 1927, for example, quotes Charles Lathrop Pack, presi- 
i : dent of the American Tree Association as stating that 

| | the Mississippi flood was “one of the most gigantic 

| | defeats engineering science has ever suffered.” His 

| ! interest is evidently in government appropriations for 

! | planting trees, and the reflection his statement casts 

the 8 HOTOART on the engineering Profession is einai to him so 
: : long as he gains his point. However, we have some 

l JHOVSE: | supporters: The Literary Digest (Apr. 30, 1927) quotes 

| Wm. J. MEUER. PRresioenT | the Memphis Commercial Appeal, a paper printed on 

| | the banks of the Mississippi, as follows: “The govern- 

| ! ment engineers have builded well with the money avail- 

a able, but it has been an uphill fight to get an annual
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Ft ttt ttt tte DH rODTIation Of $10,000,000. . . . If $20,000,000 a year 

fo Lis required for several years, the government cannot 

| | justify its position by withholding this amount.” Surely 

the engineers cannot be blamed for their failure to 

: 2 prevent a catastrophe which they haven’t been given 

| PANTORIUM Co. | ake than half a chance to work at” ° 

Cleaners: end Divers Remarks such as mace by Mr. Pack should not be 

i . j passively overlooked vpaineets ae rule avant 

: , = time to argue,” but in order to hold the prestige which 

MADISON'S ONLY ! the profession has obtained, it is necessary to nip such 

i MASTER CLEANER statements “in the bud”. 

| | O_O 

| ww = | BUS REGULATION IN WISCONSIN 

SO >: C192 (Contmntr’ from page 48) 

i STL 72) ie i The tax collector is to be a frequent passenger, for 

i Soo | i in addition to the certificate fees, annual report fees 

| va ee j and ton mile tax, there are the usual bus and truck 

| LIT {license fees, payments to municipalities for the use of 

i CES { streets and bridges, gasoline tax, real estate and per- 
i Ano CLI i sonal property taxes, and state and federal income taxes. 

i mam \ i The new law prohibits the use of trailers in pas- 

j 588 STATE STREET j senger service and the use of double decked busses in 

i Be 1180 j interurban operation. Interurban busses are also lim- 

I $5.00 in advance gives $6.00 credit! j ited to a length of thirty feet and a width of eight 

| i feet. Operating speeds may not exceed values resulting 

| | in an average speed over a prescribed route of twenty- 

| | five miles per hour. 

SS SSS ee It will be interesting to observe the effect of this 

legislation. If the experience of public utilities with 

00h ee ttt a commission regulation is to be reflected in the exper- 

| | ience of the auto transportation companies, it may be 

| | that the industry will find its position considerably 

I | strengthened. Defined under the new law as “common 

| | carriers” and their financing controled by the commis- 

! | sion in accordance with the state’s stock and bond law, 

| ! auto transportation companies in Wisconsin may find 

| a wider market for their securities and enjoy more 

! | advantageous financing. And it is not unlikely that 

| the industry will benefit through coordination of service | 

! ! and elimination of unwholesome competition. | 

| | | 

| 3 — 
| | THE MOTOR GENERATOR LOCOMOTIVE 

| | (Continued from page 47) 

single phase power is applied to the motor, operating 

= G d & C : it as an induction motor until synchronous speed is 

oeden ompany reached, when the field is applied and the motor pulls | 
i = into step. 

_ With the synchronous motor operating from the 

i i line, the locomotive is ready to operate. The first 

i i position of the controller energizes the main generator 

i i field from the main exciter through a resistance, and 

i i applies the resultant low voltage across the traction 
i : i motors, now connected as series motors. As each of 

i i the thirty controller steps (45 on the D.T.&I.) is 

i i reached, MOLE resistance is cut out of the generator 7 

i i field circuit, increasing the field of the main generator | 

ee and consequently increasing the voltage across the 

i ssi
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S Bu 1. Rex Overhead Conveyor handling tires 
mm 2. Rex Paver building highway 

3. Rex Mixers making concrete 
4. Rex Conveying System in a manufacturing plant 

The growth of the Chain Belt Company in a great variety of industries. Under- 
is based primarily on two of the outstand- lying these two lines are the old, solid 
ing developments of the present century lines of power transmission and metal 
—the widespread use of concrete and of founding. 

material handling machinery. The Chain Belt Company business is a 
Today, Rex Mixers and Pavers are mix- modern business, employing proven prin- 
ing the concrete for the building of thou- ciples of manufacturing, but employing 
sands of concrete structures and thou- them in a modern way. 

acontls of imailes oh ried. Whether you are a student, a manufac- 
In Industry, Rex Conveying Systems turer or a graduate engineer, it might be 
are handling a great variety well to inquire what the busi- 
of raw materials, semi - fin- Tt ix ness of the Chain Belt Com- 

ished and finished products 4 ee pany holds for you. 

" Reg. U. SBats Off. 

Mixers - Conveying Systems - Chain - Pavers - Traveling Water Screens 

Wy GS am Pr fp 
1 2 tpi it sy4 

759 PARK STREET MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
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Fe th iene traction motors, until the locomotive is running at 
| ! normal speed, approximately half of maximum speed. 

! . ! Tt should be noted that each one of the thirty (or 45) 
| Once Upon A Time l steps are running steps, that there is no resistance 

| ! in the motor circuits at any time, that the motor 

| there was a man at Wisconsin | generator set can at all times deliver full power to 

! who never heard of the Choc- | the motors, that the only power loss is that due to the 

olate Shop... . but . . here’s what resistance in the main generator field circuit, a loss 

{ happened to him, i of truly insignificant proportions. : 

: z With the motor generator set now working at rated 

| He was tho’t awfully dumb. ! voltage, the motor circuit is rearranged to separately 

One date with the same girl excite the traction motors. The controller passes through 
' was a 100% average for him. i another thirty positions, each one a running position, 

: He flunked out — too dumb. : varying the field of the traction motors. The excitation 
No one liked him — too dumb. for this connection, used for high speeds at heavy 

i He finally died — why? Doc- i loads, is furnished by the regenerative exciter. 

i tor said he was just too dumb. i Regeneration 

i That's the story of the man i With the exception of the split phase locomotives, 

i oo | using the inherently regenerative three phase induction 

i who never took his girl or | motors, the motor generator locomotive furnishes the 

i his dumb self to i least complicated form of regeneration. In fact, the 

| || motoring connection last described is also the regen- 
| The | erating connection. The separately excited traction 

I | motors operate as generators, when the field strength, 

| Chocolate | at any speed, is such that the voltage developed by the 

| Shop | motion of the traction motors themselves is greater 
| | than the normal voltage of the main generator, reversing 
i | the current, and causing the main generator to drive 

Fe ett mn tah tans ee — ane —ee the synchronous motor as a synchronous generator. 

Safety Devices 

Fe I AH When so many of the functions and so much of the 
! | equipment of the substation are placed on the locomo- 

! | tive, many of the safety devices have to come, too. It 

| ! has already been mentioned that two pantagraphs are 

| | always up, to guard against any interruption of power 

Lettercraft to the synchronous motors, but should such a con- 
i : tingency arise, a relay has been provided which clears 

: ! the traction motor circuits and replaces the starting 

! ! connection of the motor generator set. Arrangement 
L has also been made to automatically increase the syn- 

i chronous motor excitation when the pull out point is 

: : approached. Another safety device reduces the load, 
Programs and giving an indication of the change to the engineman, 

i i whenever the grade increases or the trolley voltage 

i Engraved i decreases sufficiently to dangerously overload the loco- 

i i motive. The ee = oe ae between the two 
: : = units is accomplished by having bus line connections 

Stationery between the two main exciters to insure the same 

i i field excitation for both main generators. The trac- 
i i tion motors divide the load equally, whether connected 

i i for series or separate excitation. A ground detector 

i i peas the oe - ie — and if a oe 

: y ; * develops, indicates which side of the circuit is grounded. 

725 University Avenue The locomotive is well metered, so that the engineman 

i MADISON i can, at all times, see the operating conditions in both 
i i units, 

i i Many of the these safety devices were developed 

i i for the Great Northern, being the outgrowth of the 
be ent hh tt ttt —n—nege ~—- EXPETIence gained on the Detroit, Toledo and Ironton.
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Texrope Drives are very largely specified LR . \ SS 
without any questions as to mechanical Yi WA 
efficiency. Some one of their other very ff \\ 
marked advantages may be of more im- fi aoa \ \ 
portance, and Texrope Drives would be ve ) } 
used even if their efficiency were only fair. (on on |) I 

ff A 4 i 
But wherever it has been possible to make Vi) a 9 ! Hi 
comparisons, Texrope Drives have shown Yi, - 
large power savings, often enough to pay ‘ 4 h\, j 
for the equipment in a short time. So nny WW 

Field and laboratory results both show ws SS é 

that transmission of power is accomplished — 

by the Texrope Drive with the absolute R 

minimum of loss. 

Efficiency 98.9% by actual tests. 

(Copy of tests report mailed on request.) 

fiLLIS-CHALM ERS MANUFACTURING( 0. 
MILWAUKEE, WIS. U.S.A. 

automobile and airplane wires, 
electrical wires, submarine cables, 
bridge-building cables, wire rope, 
telegraph and telephone wire, 
radio wire, round wire, welding 

wire, flat wire, star-shaped and all different kinds of shapes of wire, 
sheet wire, piano wire, pipe organ wire, wire hoops, barbed wire, 
woven wire fences, wire gates, wire fence posts, trolley wire and rail 
bonds, poultry netting, wire springs, concrete reinforcing wire mesh, 
nails, staples, tacks, spikes, bale ties, steel wire strips, wire-rope aerial 
tramways. Illustrated story of how steel and wire is made, also illus- 
trated books describing uses of all the above wires sent free. 

Sales Offices COMPANY 
Chicago New York Boston Cleveland Worcester Philadelphia Pittsburgh Buffalo Detroit Cincinnati Baltimore 

Wilkes-Barre St.Louis Kansas City St.Paul Oklahoma City Birmingham Memphis Dallas Atlanta Denver Salt Lake City 
Export Representative: U. 8. Steel Products Co., New York 

Pacific Coast Representative: U. S. Steel Products Company, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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A Contrast in Locomotives 

SSS The motor generator locomotive has some very fine 

SSS SSS SSS | features, but railroad men, along with other shrewd 

t sen buyers of electrical equipment, have a disconcerting 
Steel Sheets that Resist Rust! habit of inquiring into comparative costs, comparative 

TT momo | weights, Comparative efficiencies. 
The destructive enemy of sheet metal is rust. But, unfortunately, the electric locomotive, unlike its 
It is successfully combated by the use of pro- | steam brother, is still a highly specialized creature, its 
tective coatings, or by scientific alloying to re- | individual nature being subject to the whims and 
sist corrosion. Well made steel alloyed with | fancies of both designer and buyer. In fact, the loco- 

Copper gives maximum endurance. Insistupon | motives supplied on each of the major electrifications 

are so much of a tailor made job that it is difficult to 

K E Y | find locomotives of comparable design operating under 
comparable conditions. 

. * But there have been chosen, out of the locomotives 

Rust-Resisting of recent design, some which may be set up beside 

the motor generator locomotive to form some basis of 

Copper Steel comparison. 
The 1924 Norfolk and Western (or its Virginian 

prototype) is a locomotive designed for slow speed 

heavy freight service, operating from a high voltage, 

single phase trolley. It may well be compared with 

the D.T.&I., designed for the same type of service, 

but without having to meet the severe grade conditions 
encountered on the Norfolk and Western. It will be 

Block and Golvanieal noted that the D.T. & I. has a somewhat lighter weight, 
a slightly greater horsepower rating, and due to the 

iif Me iil ii il lessened chance of slipping, will have a much greater 

“ats 04 maximum starting effort, proportionately more than 
“A Ser oy ee r shown, as this value is little more than conventional. 

She Ae KEYSTONE aaae ‘iif. | The difference in flexibility is noticeable, the D. T. & I. | 

Ni) SB Coppmd ees, 4a \ Ny having 45 running speeds in each of two connections, | 

MW Bl a. = 2 } my the N.& W. having but two speeds, both running. | 

1 SS aes = ae A somewhat fairer comparison can be made in the 
_ -_ case of the Great Northern. This locomotive is designed 

Keystone Copper Steel gives superior service for roof: | for freight and passenger service through and over the 

ay ine emigre tome ann | Cao moms Hot many en the ae the ground. Our booklet Facts tells you why. We manv- America’s most spectacular electrification is handling 

facture American Bessemer, American Open Hearth, the same service through the same mountains with d-c | 
and Keystone Copper Steel Sheets and Tin Plates. locomotives, built in 1920. And back in the East, the 

Pennsylvania settled, in 1924, on a single phase loco- 
Cee ances or aye eee motive as a system standard. These two are both 
Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized Sheets single unit locomotives, as contrasted with the other 

Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets three discussed, which are all two unit locomotives. 

Culvert, Flume, and Tank Stock And these two are of the types to which the motor 

fj orares enue i ees generator locomotive must prove itself superior if it 
ile ets—all gr: : . 

Electrical Sheets, Special Birouix is to gain ground. ‘ : 
Deep Drawing and Stamping Stock The Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul locomotive, 

Tin and Terne Plates, Black Plate, Etc. somewhat lighter than the Great Northern, has a 

Our Sheet and Tin Mill Products represent the highest standards of quality, and | Starting effort disproportionately lower, due again to 
are particularly suited to the requirements of the mining, engineering, and general woe . 
construction fields. Sold by leading metal merchants. Write nearest District Office. | the lack of slipping in the motor generator type. The 

—_..... higher horsepower rating of the C.M.&St.P. is due 

American Sheet and Tin Plate Company in great part to the much higher maximum and average 
General Ofiees: Frick Bulldina, Plusbarth Pa. speeds. The motor generator type scores again in the 

Chicago Cincinnati Denver Pie eto aN Gy Orleans New You | flexibility of operation having thirty running speeds in 

Pédifie Cawst Rareveutarivan’ Unireb SyaresSrent Propucrs Ca, Sa Rraieiee each of two connections, as against only three for the 
Los Angeles. Portland Seattle C.M.&St.P. 

Export Representatives: UNITED Srates STEEL Propucts Co., New York City : « * 
The Pennsylvania type L-5 is a much lighter loco- 

SSS | motive, but has about the same characteristics, in pro- 

CET portion to weight, as has the C.M.&St.P, except 

i 5g 9 i
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f | 'HE whir of varied operations in the con- ee a el "ae ee eles 0 
struction field is confidently welcomed Bl ee is Os BGI ait, ese aaa aia 

by the Koehring Heavy Duty Crane. It is not Dnata " re 
a welcome springing from a boastful confi- ; RE 
dence but a welcome coming from the ready ig j A / 
adaptability built into a Koehring product. ' +E 

Only four of the many uses to which the Koehring Crane i A | : 

is adaptable are illustrated on this page. Perhaps the Be. ME. a 

most frequent of these is that of the clamshell bucket \ — a 

which transfers materials and aggregate at the central val oe Sat ,. ga 

proportioning plants or in sand and gravel yards. BE ies Ne eae gh 

In the construction of concrete dams, reservoirs and bridg- oe. ee a a 
es, the crane with a special bucket provides a speedy con- Ae i YG Cf Greasy 
veyance for elevating the concrete from the mixer to the iA c m5 aes) ee Sees: 

forms. With a block and hook it is an exceedingly practi- ee oa esis 4 

cal tool in the handling of structural steel for bridges, tow- ae | Te a 

ers, tanks and buildings. And still another example of its | = en ee | oe 

wide utility is often shown in foundation work where it . mak i 

is necessary to drive piles for a solid footing. The Koeh- Le ca P FS Co: 

ting Crane then becomes a pile driver. : PN es Pa 8 es 
Other outstanding uses of the Heavy Duty Crane include fe I ee 

clay excavation with an orange peel bucket, the digging Ss A Ei 

of drainage ditches and sewer lines with clamshell or : : ’ % in t 

dragline bucket, the lowering of sewer pipe into position ry Ls jes. te 

with hook and sling, the handling of scrap iron and § vA Me Bt ks og ' 

other metals with a magnet, and the constructing and te Pe A: Sea ; 
removing of forms for concrete. : arr | S “ee 1, Se ‘ 

: fA 1 Cg iabiealie . | peti, 
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: hy | eS Bee ence) ances 
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ne ' ie GY / ag s “Concrete —Its Manufacture and Use” is a 210 page treatise on the 
me ay # uses of concrete, including 26 pages of tables of quantities of materials 

oa ce ui - -. . required in concrete paving work. To engineering students, faculty 

A | : Fi if oe members and others interested we shall gladly send a copy on request. 

an Ei Weal = (ee oe nal _—_ 
ee ee a ae 

| Se ee Se KOEHRING COMPANY 

SO ee MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 
ee ‘Manufacturers of Pavers, Mixers — Gasoline Shovels, Cranes and Draglines 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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speed. And this means that the L-5 is also over- 

motored for its weight, speed and starting effort as 

7 ina compared to the Great Northern locomotives. This 
be oe a = oe, a is due, as stated above, to the heavy advantage which 

HS fie Pal a ge 2 Olea the motor generator type has during the starting period. 
oe at hs agi ‘eal y | It would not be safe to draw too many and too 

Eyed 4 i. ’ th a fue an sweeping conclusions from such a comparison, but one 
a SNES pe) a * toll te fact does seem to stand out. In spite of “putting the 

, oat ” y- Ne eo substation in the locomotive”, the motor generator 
bey) “ae ay NON type is no heavier, for its power and speed, than com- 

Res i Oe ge ; parable a-c or d-c locomotives. 
ave pe aes eey. os ® The Future of the Motor Generator Locomotive 

ie . ag” Gee — Motor generator locomotives are daily demonstrating 

oa fe ;o, Ss } their practicability. The question now arises as to 
Me ion ( ea their future development. 

. 4 It seems quite evident that, barring an extremely 
i . rapid development of the motor generator, or the 

“Spect iy) / Form ed Cutters modification of some other rectifying device, the motor 

generator principle will not soon be applicable to mul- 
9 $f} tiple unit equipment. But many electrification projects 

were used gf} are extensions of, or have as an important portion, a 

¥# terminal electrification, so that the system of electrifica- 

. tion is largely dependent on the suitability of this 

N for and more frequently this state- system for multiple unit operation. There is quite a 
ment appears in the description of general feeling among both the railroad men and the 

high production milling secups. The ad- travelling public that the trolley voltages common in 

8? P & PS- single phase railway work, viz, 11000 or 23000, are far 
vantages of milling the required contour too high to be carried on or in the car that carried 
at a pass are becoming more widely recog- the passengers. But the extremely successful operation 

. of the 11000 volt single phase electrification of the 

nized every day. $| Philadelphia terminal of the Pennsylvania is fast 

Manufacturers are learning that Brown $f ‘emoving the force of this argument. 
Ba { And this same terminal electrification has also re- 

& Sharp ¢ Formed Cutters, in addition to { moved much of the pith from the contention that a 

giving a substantial increase in production, $] high voltage a-c trolley destroys the usefulness of 
are lower in cost because of their ability ‘ near-by communication lines. It is not that the inter- 

. ‘ ference does not exist, but rather that means have 

to stand up longer between sharpenings. been found to combat or nullify its effects. 
Above, a gang of six Brown & Sharpe There are, therefore, at present few obstacles to 

*_. . prevent the application of single phase trolley to a | 

Formed Cutters is in use for a form mill- complete project. And this will permit the use of the 
ing operation on wrench handles. The cut motor generator locomotive as well as the single phase 

A i : locomotive. 

sainitalees fap idly yet leaving the good felch It thus seems that the motor generator will have to 
which was required. $] demonstrate its superiority to the single phase locomo- | 

It will profit you to become thoroughly tive rather than to any other type. Although the cost 

as : : of the motor generator locomotive is somewhat greater, 
familiar with the line of over 1500 styles the weight for equal capacity is but little more. The 

and sizes of Brown & Sharpe Cutters. Send motor generator locomotive possesses greater flexibility 

for 2 copy of Small Tool Catalog No. 30, in running, greater economy of operation, a smoother 
. 4 . . and larger starting effort, a better power factor, and a 

which lists them all and contains consider- far simpler means of regeneration. 
able information about cutters. Looking at the entire problem as impartially as we 

may, there seems to be a wide field for this type of 

| locomotive. And although the two here described are 

BROWN & SHARPE MEG. CO. the only successful ones yet built, other railroads 

are seriously considering their adoption, while many 

PROVIDENCE, R.1., U.S. A. more are watching with deep interest the performance 

i P of the ones in operation. 

_ : acini The motor generator locomotive is here to stay.
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—=—-} MOTION PICT THAT Oe a MOTION PICTURES THA’ 
| saw Yi)c] TELLTHE STORY O V of tinal 2 ELL THE RY OF EXPLOSIVES 
ey ‘ad | he 
et a gy : . ; 
2 ae at) IC I ‘ov are films that will take you as quickly as the magic carpet of the 
of ee A o| Arabian Nights, to many places where men are busily engaged in min- 
oa jo| ing, quarrying and construction. They will put before you on the screen 
oe ol some of the most interesting applications of modern explosives. 

ok Fy Hu ré {| The film entitled “The Explosives Engineer—Forerunner of Progress” visu- 
3 i Gee Kae |_| alizes the uses of explosives and shows such interesting views as testing 

i - a 4 SS - 2 explosives, an actual mine explosion with flames shooting out of the mine 
ae ee : * < . 

9 hee ia ©} entrance, and measuring the velocity of exploding dynamite. 
fe oak oemenre 
Se eg a . D a ‘ so ge ae ~ | Another interesting film in two reels is called “Rubbing the New Aladdin’s 
Oe —ece|O| Lamp.” The first reel “The Blasting Cap” is a fascinating story of how in- 
Beret mene : ‘ , 

i) eet dustry uses these little shells that contain such terrific energy. The second 

of? ft — ff Jol teel “Hercules Electric Blasting Caps” clears up the apparent mystery that 
Sef ~~} | has hitherto surrounded this type of detonator. In both films animated 
ee oe 2 drawings enhance the interest. 
one OC Te 

Ges _| The title of another film “How Jimmy Won the Ball Game” apparentl om e ‘ ! ’ y AG 1 Pparently 
al ia deere has no connection with explosives. The scenario is a story of human in- 
“te oS ~{©]— terest, tense with excitement, and some pathos, and it carries an important 

Of & Jol safety lesson in handling and using blasting caps. 
Wee es ss 

ae ma HO] All of these films are available for free distribution, the first two in Standard 

a #2) (35 m.m.) and narrow (16 m. m.) widths and the third film in Standard 
Q Eqo width only. Please make booking arrangements for showing these films as 
ol eee el a far in advance as possible to avoid disappointment. 
Po eS a 
ob eRe 

pot ae 2 |O HERCULES POWDER,COMPANY 
O Pe sts clo (INCORPORATED) 

Bei PS oct 941 King Street, Wilmington, Delaware ORS Sa ee alo 8 8 
a th om Dynamite— Permissible Explosives—Blasting Powder—Blasting Supplies 

C oP |) All , Pa. Sales Offices: Pottsville, Pa. 
ia ee £4: Bianoton Duluth ales Of Louisville St, Louis 

° a a. Ral} Buffalo Hazleton, Pa, New York City Sale Lake City 
ee AK Chattanooga Huntington, W. Va. Norristown, Pa. San Francisco 

° tiers A Chicago Joplin, Mo. Pittsburg, Kan. Wilkes-Barre 
aN eer. Denver Los Angeles Pittsburgh Wilmington, Del. 
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: Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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THERE’S NOTHING SO DISTINCTIVE AS YOUR 

PORTRAIT. AND ITS NONE TOO EARLY FOR 

CHRISTMAS SITTINGS! 

Telephone B. 2407 On The Square 

hig R | THE SIGN 
ee ee A RADIOLA 

ICE CREAM ATWATER-KENT 

CROSLEY 

D GREBE 

WELCOME | 

i Standard Tubes F 

ee And Accessories 
; “OUR WAGON PASSES YOUR DOOR” 

O “WE SERVICE ALL MAKES | 

KENNEDY DAIRY CO. OF RADIO” 
Perfectly Pasteurized 

MILK, CREAM, BUTTER, BUTTERMILK, COT- BLACKHAWK ELECTRIC 
TAGE CHEESE, SELECTED GUERNSEY MILK 121 W. Mifflin St. B. 1313 

—= TAPES--RULES gge=yp-Eyam 
genm@nll sczannaeL tne fe eons erence == [UFHIN ois Ps 

THE COMPLETE SOLUTION OF YOUR PROBLEM 
OF ACCURATE MEASUREMENTS. 

( aE PAINE) 7 ue) 

= @) ; SEND FOR ; aoa es 
Ne yy / Cat. No. 11—Tapes and Rules Cat. No. 5—Tools \ a y) y 

a 7 THE LUFKIN fPULE CO. sore one nee an, XO 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write 

nl
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C.D. SMITH, Bras fie La & » W. F. EAMES, 
Sales Engineer ed ee a7, : Ay > Aim a KA % 2éi iy Control Engineer 
Georgia Tech. '18 | A i SATE oY ot ee! ‘i Carnegie Tech. '18 

gh it Fae! A rN fe Brag Ming? Ny 
ad ae Mele Gl ihd Rae <nS A me /\ 

Pe ee ie oP E a ee . 

> ae Ke 4 a ay Ao en SA _ 4 > oe PH) Br fi ee RF 
ee ee wee Te Oe 4 et Pe AAS Kiran a Co ay ee eRe ee 11 * ie % 32 Ppt 4 { “ A Bier ee | ROrOpy , << oecaee St a ace eee a Me : er ee Me A ee tee \ e eT ce oF ie hie! Qi * ih ee A PRR ts a ae es 

‘ i Ree co Ek 6 SA Pee 4 1 ee e 

F.L. KOUCKY, 7 aa ute er * er Tbe | ‘a ei es Ma me D. SANTINI, 

x Lk I Wee fee — f ae la ee st) at fo ? 

* ES ler ce Be le | ee -) a Pe EC Re eC el | el ee ye oe (4 er ee ty ee i a Vs 
Ge Ae ole ee ee as i eros | M. S. HANCOCK, Puri fl | 7 fe ee Ihe 7 Se om esi an gaelic C.M. PURDY, 

Motor Engineer edd a) BRO 1 Pe lg PRE RE Eley pL iggee || Contract Administration 
Mlinois, "17 TT 2 Lae ee moe OR Eh ee ee ee? $1) f GF OGEs) || Westinghouse Tech. '26 ie eA elm] AP sf ee eel A 

a“ By 1 (Gren. lve gr tig) ed Oe hey eam ee mE bs . oe Pay Ee nie ieee ommmempicccmniien ir aa Ee / 8 

— ae YOUNGER COLLEGE MEN | wa 
H.W. WILLIAMS, : G. W. HUNTER, cmiitnne || ON RECENT WESTINGHOUSE JOBS |[{5% 2ONTR 

Cornell, 18 
Westinghouse ‘ech.'27 

bine se eres engineering ie of service engineers in installing accomplished. All of tremen- 
rought about by the harmonious work of — « : rae _ 7 

many. The individual's largest opportunity it and keeping at in top notch dous interest FO! college men 
comes through the exercise of his own operating condition. who have ambition, resource- 

SYRAuOE talents 19 the field Sorseahich the To Westinghouse came the fulness, capacity; disciplined sales is preéminently prepared. H 1S fi ‘lati . . . , , | otel Stevens for ventilating and engineering minds. 
et hotel, the I motors, for its elevator system, , , , 4 r : : < | i the wifheabic € Sn for the electrical equipment of its tie Hed dem games acne 
oom the difficulties of ven- 5 : 

dinine we of handlinothecrowds laundry. To Westinghouse rooms and baths. The Variable Voltage 
8 a 8 Th come many undertakings of such Control System used in the elevators was 

that ride its elevators. © kind and size—a steady stream designed by Westinghouse. Whether you 
larger, too, looms the interest of imagination-stirring Opportu- rise ten floors or only one, there are no jerks 
of engineers in designing elec- nities to do the never-before- or jars. Speed isthe samewhether the caris 
trical equipment to e empty or whether it’s packed. 
meet such unprece- Cars auromaticall yistap level 

with the floor—no “‘jockey- 
dented demands, of ing’—no “step up,”” or 
salesmen in selling it, “step down, please.’? 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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H ill ffi l k ? OW WIL your OTtice LOOK ¢ 

Not like this, of course 
> 

el bee Sea: Yet you will find in it a dozen jobs that 
f ast Ogee oi iV, can be done more quickly and effectivel NCR FR quickly and effectively 

ll ! ANE al pe WY — by electricity—and done so quietly as to 

on iis WE th % a II y Vv _ be practically unnoticed. In fact, electricity : 

3] a fea fi \ aR yaaa Hf ===. has completely revolutionized many office 
nay, ba bl \ eles . nary methods. 
MT OY I ea eergerear rst INL | 
ae ha hse ae al NM AN 598) aye 7 AIA WE ASW 7) BREWS a ESN\ 1, igh Boy Oc SP la Weal): ac Sees ESN |” ate 2 

SINS eet) atte Os L/h Ps map AV OAK |: Ta Ol AN on ae 7 ie eae enti, WEN) | a oy \s) WS Ae Sian 
- URS 4 LESGLY TS P TAS Z|) gee 
= gee Ss xy Y Y yi EN ee inl —S I \ ay ROIGE / ABE Ui a ps \ ai) Na a7; ig VO Racer, \, 

VAS i ae ZA \\' | | ae 
u AY CZ. ae eee 7ENS YG $08) Tidnictn. Sa 

1! RON SSS iat Z 

Ba KG) TSE Ge Our FATHER probably will motor-driven sorters and tabulators. 

Dw | SG a \ recall the days of high stools, Key cards are punched with light- 
" yin Rp : hi r / eyeshades, and evenings overtime. ning fingers. Electric sorters devour 
Gis see 24,000 cards an hour. Tabulators 

oS / But visit a modern office! A thou- adel quencies and amounts in jig Se time, and print the totals. 
sand letters to go out by four 

i | . o'clock. A new price list to all 7 es 
TODAY iiamodcen ofice you customersinto-night’s mail, without Go to almost any bank today. Hand | 
Addressing Macbines, Dictating fail. Enter electricity. Two or three in your account book. Click, click, 
Male ns Choc ders Cal people turnswitches,and thefinished click, goes the electric book-keeping 
culating -Mechincss Cash Regis: letters come out of an ingenious machine and back comes the book 
Crs; CI CIC) cS; Cl . . . Recorders; Card Soscesss Time machine. Another motion and they to you. Five operations performed 
Teer Aeon tne Machines are sealed and stamped. Only elec- in that brief moment. Everybody 

Machines; Typewriters; Fans; tricity could get that job done. saves time, —you, the clerk, the 
ate devices anemeapence sw % bank,—when electricity is the book- 

; ‘ Here’s a statistical job. The reports Teongyst 
his familiar marl 
ae many are in; thousands of figures to sof 
dude eae analyze. Looks like overtime for In the office of to-morrow you will 

that drive time- fifty clerks. “Certainly not,” answers find “ electrical fingers” doing more 
we ees electricity, as a button starts the work than even to-day. 

210-62DH 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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